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FIilE BRIGI( ISALOT
LIKE FINE GHIN
When tapped together, fine brick, like fine china,
produces a ring all its own. And, Iike china, the ring

of brick is an,indicator of its quality,
The tones produced by brick vary according
to the finish and texture of the end product.
(A ceramic engineer will often make a quick

kiln test for cracks by listening to the ring
of the newly fired brick.) The sound range is
enough that brick from the Sanford Brick
and Tile Company has been used to record
such songs as THREE BLIND MICE, ROW ROW
ROW YOUR BOAT ANd MARY HAD A LITTLE
LAMB.

Of course, your interest in brick is to build buildgames. But then the ring of quality
ings
- notbyplay
produced
Sanford Brick can make music in your
next building project.

SANFORD
"There really is a difference in brick"

North Carolina Architecl

Tile
Marble
Terrazzo
Specialty Flooring
Resilient Flooring
Ceiling Systems
Carpet
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Most folks hove o hord time distinguishing one
insuronce compony from onother, Some offer better
cloim service, others lower premiums, still others
wider-ronging coveroges. As your professionol insuronce
brokers, we know the differences ond we know which
componies will best suit your needs, Thot's why we toilor
whot the componies hove to offer to whot you octuolly
need, And os brokers, plocing insuronce with mony
componies, we work for you, not the componies,
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INTAGLIO BRICK SCULPTURES

North Drive Elementary School
Goldsboro, N. C.
Brick Sculpture Artists:
Patricia Turlington
Jane Westbrook

Brick Association of North Carolina

Architect:
Griffin-Flynn Architects, Ltd.

Photographs: Malcolm Shearin

By Ernest Wood, Editor
Since its founding in IgE4,
this magazine has seen quite
a few changes. It began as
Southern Architect, then, ten
years later, changed its name
to North Carolina Architect.
Shortly after that, it changed
from a monthly to a bimonthly publication sched-

ule. Several times,

it changed

its graphics, its look. But
some things have not

changed. The magazine has
continued its emphasis on
local design here in North

Carolina. And the North
Carolina Chapter, AIA,
which has had the magazine
as its official publication

since the journal began, has
continued its belief that
North Carolina Architect is
an important means of communication within the architectural profession and
between the profession and
the public.

With this issue, North Caro-

The issue follows a new
format: a series of major
articles devoted to the issue's
theme followed by a number
of shorter articles which mav
(or may not) be related. Here
we have Harwell Harris
discussing regionalism as it
applies not only to architecture but to all the arts and,
indeed, to life. Following are
Henry Kamphoefner with a
commentary on the present
state of architectural regionalism in North Carolina, a
roundtable of six architects
and a historian discussing
and sometimes arguing overregionalism
-andcontemporary
Charles Hight examin-

ing what future regionalism
may have. These four articles
are followed by a shorter
piece on conservation, news,

a new look at an early
example of modernism here
and a talk with the new
NCAIA president. The magazine closes with a column

lina Architect makes perhaps
its biggest change to date. As
North Carolina has grown,
so have the issues of architecture and urbanism here.
And because the chapter has
recognized that now, more
than ever before, discussion
of our built environment is
important to euery Tar Heel,
it has chosen to expand the

will present an
opinion or piece of critical
writing. Each issue will open
with this column, which
takes its name from both
publishing and architecturefrom the illustration at the
front of a book and ornament

scope of

We also have

its magazine. I

am

happy to be associated with
such a venture.

If there is any overriding
editorial philosophy behind
North Carolina Architect
besides, of course, promoting
good design in the Tar Heel
State
- it is to examine the
elements that go into giving
North Carolina its architectural character. We have
devoted this issue, therefore,
to exploring that character,
to "regionalism" in architecture.

called "Critique," which in
each issue

around a building's entrance.

in this issue

a

"centerfold." From time to
time, North Carolina Architect will make its center
pages available for distribut-

ing other chapter publications and documents. In this
issue, we have the first of a
five part series prepared by
the chapter's Architectural
Services Task Force. This
installment is intended to
give the prospective client a
broad overview of architecture and architectural practice. The next four. also
prepared for the client, will
treat these same subjects in
more detail. Each is designed
to be pulled from the magazine and filed in a loose leaf
binder.

A few acknowledgements:
This magazine would not be
possible, of course, without
support from the NCAIA, our
advertisers and our contribJanuary/February
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Tobacco barns chitecture disnear Kinston, cussed in the
North Carolina
examples of

North

o
roundtable.
which begins

on page

18.
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utors. But certain individuals
deserve special credit: Gary

Hixson of Charlotte designed
the new graphics for the
magazine. The chapter's

publications committee,

especially Bob Burns and
Brian Shawcroft, gave generously of time and advice for
several months. Betty Silver,
the chapter's executive
director, and Brenda Spaanbroek, office assistant,
provided continuity and
experience from previous
issues of the magazine.
JoAnn Sieburg-Baker provided photographic lab work
and the School of Design
Library and Student Publication provided help with
photos, as did many others

who are credited where their
photos appear. Our printers,
Theo. Davis Sons, Inc., not
only produced the final
product, but helped us with
their technical expertise all
along the way.

A final note: At the risk of
sounding like somebody's
nagging parent, I will say,
"Please write." Any publication needs response from its
readers if it is to know
whether or not it is fulfilling
their needs. But we also hope
to establish a lively letters
column of responses to our
articles. After all, dialogue is
what this magazine is all
about. t
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Now Available Locally from Dillard Paper Company
Boards and Panels of All Types for Models,
Displays, Signs, etc.

Cellulite III Panels
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Upson Boards

is a rigid sandwich laminate of

These versatile laminated fibre boards can

expanded polystyrene foam between two
outer facings of paper, plastic or foil. This
dimensionally stable panel is noted for its
ease of die.cutting, scoring, embossing,
silk-screening, dry.msrnting and wet.
mounting. It is stocked in 4' x 8' panels in
the following styles:

be cut, sawed, curved, painted, silk-

Cellulite III panels (Paper) in 31rc" and lz"
are a high quality, clay-coated bleached sulfate cream white paperboard. This panel is
used in a wide variety of applications such as
exhibits, displays, graphic arrs, point-ofpurchase advertisi^g, photo.mounting,
boxes and mailers.

screened, die,cut, nailed and glued. They
will not warp, crack, splinter or peel. Call
us for literature and samples. While we
have many capabilities for special orders,

we have the following styles available in

4' x8' panels:
Pebbled tJpsonite display panels in 3h6" ,
le" and 3/s" have a pebbled face and smooth
back and are ideal for the creative and
imaginative user.

Duo White II sign panels in 31rc" have a
white surface, both sides, and are ideal for
painting and signage.

Gilco Cellulite

III Panels (Plastic & Foils)

in 3lro" are bright white, waterproof,
thermoplastic sheets with a uniform matte.

surface. This panel has the same applications

as Cellulite III (Paper) and also offers the
versatility of being used outdoors. This panel
comes with foil facings in bright and dull
finish, woodgrain, and standard colors of red,
green, yellow, blue, orange, black and white.
Special colors and color combinarions are
available upon request.

Ryno Board Panels in tlz" , 314" and 1" are a
high density, hard rigid surface board which
can be used in areas where lightweight material can be used to replace plywood due ro a
need for handling ease and a reduction of
shipping cost.

Easy Curve panels in rls" have a pebbled
face and smooth back and can be formed
into curved and cvlindrical forms down to
a 9" diameter.

Linen Finish Upsonite panels in3lrc" have a
classic linen textured face and smooth back
and are excellent for art renderings, displays,
signs and for use by the home craftsman.

universal tJpsonite panels in 31rc" are a
general utility panel for a multitude of
economical interior uses. These panels are
easily cut and painted and offer a smooth
off-white surface on both sides.

All-Weather Upsonite panels inys" and 3/s"
are top quality, waterproofed, brown panels
designed for rugged, heavy-d.rty jobs.

w

Bainbridge Boards
Bainbridg., the original name in mat
boards, offers the most complete line of mat
boards for mounting, visual presentations,
framing and protecting art work.
The reason for matting your work is to

isolate

it from its surroundings. Done

properly, it provides a resting area for the
eye. We have the following styles of mat
board available in 32" x 40" with some
additional sizes including40" x60" ,
Bainbridge Mat Board Tones include one
hundred different colors to complement any
program you may be presenting.

Bainbridge Mat Board Antiques have a
vellum finish and are available in whites,

trators and other professionals who need
to place graphics on rigid boards. Stocked
in popular sizes and finishes, we have the
following:
Illustration Board
Hot Press 90S, #172
- smooth, extra
and # L7 5 are durable,
white
boards for paste-ups, mechanicals and fine
line drawings.

Illustration Board
Cold Press #80 and
#90R are economical, versatile white
boards designed for markers, air brush, pastels, tempera, watercolors and mounting.

Illustration Board
Extra Rough L69
- art board for #artist
is a highly texrured

[]

medium of watercolors, charcoals, pastels
and tempera.

Bainbridge Mat Board Fabrics are an all
natural material
non/synthetic fabric mat
- silk, grass cloth, cork,
board. These include
linen and burlap.

Studio Drawing Bristols are available in
plate and vellum finishes for use with ink,

is ideal for use by
architects, designers, artists, printers, illus-
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off-whites and other subtle colors.

Bainbridge Board
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pencil and charcoal where a lighter weight
but rigid sheet is needed.
Many other drawing, mounting and framing
boards are available from the Bainbridge line.

Gatorfoam
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Gatorfoam laminated foam panels are nothing
short of a revolution in display manufacture,
theatrical set construction and interior or
exterior sign-making.

They don't warp. They aren't heavy. They're
not even too expensive.
They are strong. Extra Thick- up to 1 inch.
Easy to cut and able to support weight. With
a smooth surface, they are easy to screen
print, paint, glue, mark, move and are an

excellent waterproof and insulating material.
There is no limit to what you can do to it and
create with it. While orher sizes are available,
we stock it in 4' x 8' panels.

Gatorfoam Laminated Foam Panels in
31rc"
, rl2" , 3lq" and L" have a Luxcell-X
facing with a Styrofoam brand plastic foam
core. The off.white face provides a hard
rigid surface which lends economical advantages over using plywoods and boards.
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Regionalism

It is a state of mind,
cosmopolitan and

By Harwell Hamilton Harris, FAIA

Love of one's locality, pride in its accomplishments
and loyalty to everything in it bring about a state of
mind known as regionalism. In turn, regionalism
elicits the common interests of a community and fires
its members with the energy to realize those interests.

a

imaginative people and
an eye on the f uture.

Every great concept, work of art, institution, world
wide movement has a birthplace. The special nature
of the place has something to do with what is born even with the fact it is born at all. It is born there
because a special combination of ingredients exists
there. It survives and develops because it is protected
and nurtured there. Neither birth nor nurture occurs
in an undefined place. It occurs in a region.

A region is marked by what is immediate and
tangible. Dealing with it frees one's mind from a

mass of abstractions, generalities and nnrealities.
There, one finds himself thinking unique thoughts.
They are unique because the forces he deals with are
unique. Also, everything there is smaller than in the
world outside; and the pattern is simpler there. So one
dares to experiment and manipulate. If the result has
significance for the world outside, it will be accepted
outside. What the world could not conceive it now
adopts, making it a part of itself. In time, the product
will shed both the region's name and the characteristics peculiar to the region. Thus does a region outdo
itself.

North Carolina Architect

What is a great region? It is a place rich in a mixture
of minds, ambitions, imaginations, freedoms, natural
resources and fortuitous circumstances. In such a
place something will be born
something will
happen. Creation is always a -happening. Planning
has little to do \{rith it
making conditions
- beyond
propitious for something
to happen. Most important
of these conditions is a state of mind. Cultivating a
rich state of mind is a region's most effective means
of planning for the future.
A great region looks to the future. It is to such a
region one traces the birth of a new development in
self-government, a fresh expression in building and
art, a revolutionary turn in technology, an unexpected
change in economic philosophy.
A great region attracts a wide variety of minds. It is
cosmopolitan. Its people come from different places,
bringing with them different experiences, viewpoints,
capacities, cultural interests. They come for different
reasons: To escape tyrany, enjoy freedom, grasp
opportunity, realize ambitions. If they come at a time
of developed technology, they probably bring with
them skills that make them valuable contributors to
the development of the region. Probably they are
young when they come with energies equal to the new
opportunities and time to take full advantage of them.
Tlansplants from the outside, they may fertilize
existing seeds of potential growth. Whether original
settlers or newcomers, these are the persons whose
minds, imaginations, ambitions and labors provide
ferment from which new growths emerge.
A great region attracts business minds with its
economic resources and promise of success and
wealth. It attracts scientists with a nature to be
stu4ied, laboratories to implement their investigations
and other scientists to stimulate their minds. If
attracts agriculturalists with its soil, its climate, with
what grows there, with what can be established there.
It attracts writers with wonders to describe, events to
record, great libraries to assist them, other minds to
excite them. It attracts painters with a nature that
arouses them, fellow artists they respect and emulate,
museums to inform them, galleries to exhibit their
work and a public that buys it. It attracts musicians
with great orcheshas, discriminating and appreciative audiences, places to perform and fees to iive on. It
attracts architects with building activity, wealth to be
implemented, clients who want the best and who lay
on the architect the heaviest and most intelligent
demands for the best.

January/February 1978

A great region may or may not have exceptional
natural resources, a benign climate or great nahrral
beauty. Natural riches are important; they are especially important in the beginning; but they are far
from everything. Most important are the people
people who are fascinated by what they find there
and determined to employ all the ideas, materials
and techniques their time affords
can
- or they
invent to rcalize whatever possibilities
exist
there.
A great region is a place where people are interested
in physical and social betterment where people's
minds are free from niggardliness -in thinking and
smallness in planning
where people are determined

- to settle for the merely bearto have the best and not
able or even the second rate.

In contrast to the regionalism we have just described
is another regionalism. It is that of a region that
stood still while the rest of the world advanced. Its
living patterns are rooted in a vanished past. It now
cares more for preserving an obscure dialect than for
expressing a new idea. It prides itself on an exclusiveness that only serves to build-in ignorance and
inferiority. The distinctions it now cherishes may
once have been so general as to be no distinction at
all but, having disappeared elsewhere, they now
appear as the product of this particular place
as
"regional". Such regionalism beco-"s a cloak-for
misplaced pride. Such a region's greatest attraction is
to antiquarians and tourists. It is curious; it may be
beautiful; but it is dead.
A region's most important resource is its people and
not its climate, its topography nor the particular kind
of sticks and stones it has to build with. It is the
people's minds that create the intellectual ferment
necessary for greatness. It is the free minds, the
imagination, the stake in the future that make up the
state of mind that creates a gteat region. I
Harwell Hamilton Harris is a
native of California who
throughout a long and distinguished career has been
concerned with regionalism. A
former professor of architecture at the N. C. Sfafe University School of Design, he now
practices architecture in
Raleigh.

Ffffonalism

There has been no
strong movement, but
a few fine regional
buildings nevertheless
ex i st.

By Henry L. Kamphoefner, FAIA
'6

Real evidence of a regional expression in design in
North Carolina and the areas surrounding the state
cannot be proven with authority. There is no unified
movement with regionalism as a central force. What
contribution the state has made to regionalism in
design has had to be tightly compressed into a
relatively short period, following a long and deadly

o

;
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a

period of an almost indestructible ecclecticism and
the more quickly accepted and more powerful forces of
the new universality described as the International
Style. It is worth asking, however, what regionalism
is; and it is worth examining the expressions of
regionalism we do have.
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Often, when a term such as regionalism is added to
the design vernacular, it initially contributes more
confusion and misunderstanding to the language
than clarification. This can be seen again and again
in recent architectural history.

o
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Above: Taliesin

lll,

Spring
Green. Wisconsin; Frank Lloyd
Wright, archi-

tect.

Taliesin Facing Page:
Architect's
ScottsResidence, Radale. Arizona:
leigh: Henry L.
Frank Lloyd
Kamphoefner,
Wright, archiarchitect.
tect.
Above:
West,

About a quarter of a century dgo, Lewis Mumford
wrote a serious essay in his famous column "Skyline"
in The New Yorker magazrne. That essay discussed a
singular expression in architecture, especially
California, which Mumford chose to call the "Bay
Region Style." Mumford's invention of the term (or,
perhaps, more accurately, the first prominent use of
the term) seemed to introduce more confusion to its
meaning than it gave clarification. The term "Bay
Region Style" in the Mumford essay did, in fact,
prompt Philip Johnson, then Director of Architecture
for the Museum of Modern Art, to organize a
conference to explore, among other things, the
validity and relevance of regionalism in design.
Marcel Breuer contributed to the confusion at the
conference when he contemptuously and irreverently
dubbed the architects of the California Bay Region
the "Joy Through Redwood Boys."

In

1932, Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson
published the first edition of their book The
International Style, coining a term then new to the
design vernacular and contributing to a long
misunderstanding of design as a totality in our lives.
The International Style appeared to be an effort to
establish an authoritative legitimacy to the coming
new universality in design. Actually, in looking at the
term and its usage in the 45 years since its invention,
we can now see that it has, in effect, caused more
misunderstanding than clarification.

The term "Chicago School" in the architectural
vernacular is better understood and appreciated,
probably because it describes a more clearly visible
expression. The term comes out of the efforts of
Jenney, Root, Adler and Sullivan in giving a truly
North Carolina Architecl
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definitive expression to the skyscraper as an
American creation. A part of the "Chicago School" is
the doctrine of "form follows function," more
accurately modified by Frank Lloyd Wright as "form
and function are one."
Regionalism, as a descriptive phrase in architectural
history and theory similar to these others, may be
described very well through a study of the two
Taliesins: Taliesin III near Spring Green, Wisconsin
and Taliesin West near Scottsdale, Arizona. These
two building complexes were created by the master
Frank Lloyd Wright to solve identical building
programs with three exceptions
factors of site,
- the
geography (site in the larger sense)
and climate. Both
Taliesin III and Taliesin West were designed to be
Wright's studio, the residence for his family and the
residence and workshop for the apprentices and their
families. The complexes also included the supporting
cultural, recreational and farm buildings.

observer an understanding that the two building
complexes are indeed the work of a single genius.
Before I came to North Carolina in 1948, I had
designed, in 1941, a so-called solar house for my wife
and myself in Norman, Oklahoma, in which by
design forms I protected the interior of the house from
the heat of the summer sun and admitted to the
interior the radiance of the winter sun. Air-conditioning had not yet become financially possible to
society's middle-class. I had also designed a solar
house for Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company in a
program by which the glass corporation had selected
an architect in each of the 48 states then in the union
to explore the most intelligent methods for using large
areas of glass in residential design. The glass
company asked me to design their house for
Oklahoma. That house as well as my own house in
Norman were my principal contributions, at that time
of my career, to regionalism in design.

If these buildings had been designed by Mies van der
Rohe or Walter Gropius, leaders of the International
Style, they might have been identical in both

locations. Designed by Wright, on the other hand,
they take on separate regional characteristics. To
persons unfamiliar with the design principles that
guided Wright and his work, these buildings would
appear to come out of the minds and spirits of two
men rather than one. Close study of both building
c_omplexes, however, uncovers the guiding principles
that motivated Wright in the execution of his woik.
That kind of sensitive examination can bring the
January/February
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This was a period in which architects were expressing
considerable interest in regionalism, though that
interest would fail to influence the mainstream of
architectural work. In 1948, the American Institute of
Architects asked a half dozen architects to speak on
regional design considerations at the institute's
national convention in Salt Lake City. I offered my
experiences in regionalism from 11 years designing in
the Southwest. This was the context from which I
came to work in North Carolina. Only a few weeks
before the conference, I had moved to the state to

begin the School of Design at North Carolina State
College.

When I began the design of my Raleigh house in
t948, air-conditioning was still not within the means
of even the upper middle-class. So I again went about
the design of my new house with consideration for
both site and climate. The site I chose was one that
opened onto the grass and trees of a private golf club.
I studied weather records for temperature, wind
velocities and directions and arrived at a design
through which I thought my wife and I could live in
privacy, comfort and tranquility. Much of the cost of
the new house was devoted to carefully devised
ventilation controls to admit and exhaust the
prevailingbreezes. I soon had to learn from
experience that such temperature controls, or air
exchange, did work and still do work quite well but
that architecture alone could not control the high
humidity of the central North Carolina summer.
Fortunately, only five years after I completed my
house in Raleigh air-conditioning finally and rather
quickly became possible at a reasonable cost. When I
air-conditioned the house, it became obsolete as a
total design; but it still, of course, continued to be a
place to live in even greater privacy, comfort and

tranquility.
About 1960, I made a considered academic decision to
terminate my own part-time practice in architecture
because I wanted to encourage, in fact insist, that all
of the design faculty engage in part-time private
practice and individual professional development and
creativity. I thought it necessary that someone should
work full time as an administrator at the School of
Design. Obviously, I would have to be that person.
With the end of the academic influence of my parttime professional practice, I began to search for
another person to speak to the students. I thought
they needed a demonstration of the principles and the
practice of compatible site and building relationships.
I wanted a person who understood and practiced
those principles of design first developed by Frank

Lloyd Wright, but who would be sufficiently independent of Wright so that his architecture would not be
founded on the mere copying of Wright's forms.
Such a person is not easy to find; but in the early
60's, I met Harwell and Jean Harris in Dallas and
suggested the possibility of his teaching at the School

of Design. Harwell Harris is a gifted architect; but
because he also is a modest man, it is not widely
known that he had been asked a few years before to
remodel a bank in Owatonna, Minnesota by the nineteenth century prophet of modern architecture, Louis
Sullivan. That remodeling is one of those very rare
occasions in architecture in which a gifted man
actually improved a masterpiece. This was the sort of
man I wanted. Harwell had only recently resigned an
administrative position at the University of Texas
and he and Jean appeared to be in no immediate
mood to return to a campus. However, two days after
I came back to Raleigh, I had a telephone call from
the Harrises in Dallas to tell me that they had
then.
decided they would like to come to Raleigh

-

It took some delicate negotiations with university
Chancellor John Caldwell to make budget arrangements in the middle of the year. The flexibility of the
Design Foundation, however, came to rescue the
opportunity to bring Harris to the campus then.

-

The Harris appointment was not arranged with the
unanimity of the design faculty, however. A noisy
minority voiced an obnoxious opposition led by
sculptor Roy Gussow who had never understood
very much about architecture. Gussow, apparently
unable to comprehend the distinction between design
principles and design fashion, could not see Harris in
the mainstream of the current fashion as he saw it
and chose to reject him on superficial and personal
grounds. Harris' acceptance by the full design faculty
was gradual but continuous, however, perhaps reaching a conclusion when the Duncan Stuarts commissioned him to design the new Stuart house on the
Leesville Road ouside Raleigh. Gussow had resigned

Right: St. Glles Facing Page:
Presbyterian Fleet Residence, Figure
Church, Raleigh; Harwell Eight lsland;
Hamilton Har- Haywood Newris, architect. kirk, architect.
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from the school by that time to practice his craft fulltime in New York.
The acceptance of Harris and his teaching by the
students came in three stages. The first stage was one
of ignorance of Harris' work and his genius. The
second stage was inspired by the small faculty
minority which had opposed the original appointment
and which was able to find a few impressionable
students who could tentatively be convinced that
Harris was not a "modern architect."

I had asked Harris to teach a fourth year studio in his
first and second years at the school and it was in the

Harris third semester that the studio class, led by
students Henry Johnston, Jr. and Carey Tilson,
decided not to produce the work assignments that
Harris had asked them to do. Some of the students
who did not accept the Johnston-filson mutiny
alerted me to the problem and without consulting
Harris I asked all of the students in the studio to meet
me for an evening seminar. I believe I clearly
articulated the reasons I wanted Harwell Harris on
the faculty of the School of Design and the students,
with the exception of Johnston who was hostile to me
and to Harris' presence in the studio, listened. I felt
compelled to ask Johnston to leave the conference. I
took a calculated risk in making that request. A part
or even all of the class could have left with Johniton.
But as it turned out, only Johnston left and the
remainder of the students listened and decided, with
my urgin g, to give Harris a chance to state his
position.
The third stage of Harris' final acceptance by the

students came after I asked Harris to teach in the
third year, where the students' attitudes were less
rigid. Harris very suddenly became the most respected
member of the studio faculty. When the students were
given a choice a few years later in selecting whose
studio they would prefer, the number choosing the
Harris studio was always the largest. Several
semesters later, students preferring the Harris studio
usually numbered from twice to two and a half times
as many students as he could accept, leaving many
disappointed students unable to profit by Harris'
teaching.

In bringing Harwell Harris to the design faculty, it

had never been my intention to teach the students
how to do Harris architecture. I believed that Harris
practiced and taught architecture with creativity,
sensitivity, intelligence and a feeling for the humane
and regional necessities of architecture. Two Harwell
Harrises were never contemplated for the design
faculty and might have been redundant. Harris
presented his points of view and his methods of
problem solving in architecture with a very
satisfactory mixture of patience, clarity and very good
sense. His teaching and his presence express an
appreciation and understanding of regionalism. His
architecture is essentially as it is because of where it
is and because it is for whom it is.

Harwell Harris must rightfully be considered to be the
intellectual leader of what regional expression in
architecture now exists in North Carolina. That
expression cannot yet be considered a movement, nor
is it in my judgement likely to become a movement at
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Gumpert Resi'
dence, Asheville; Charles
Sappenf ield,

architect.

any time in the near future. Harris shares the distinction of leadership with only a few other quality
designers in the region.
Haywood Newkirk has been designing and building
some stunning beach houses on the North Carolina
coast. They are as they are because of where they are.
Charles Sappenfield left a practice of excellence a few
years ago in the Asheville area to become Dean of the
School of Architecture and Planning at Ball State
University in Indiana. Sappenfield's work around
Asheville was often based on unique regional factors.
The overall impression of his work is that the site, the
geography and the climate were controlling factors
influencing his design.

universal factors are the most dominant elements in

architecture today. There are, however, a few modern
architects practicing with distinction who give
regional considerations to the factors controlling th.eir
deiign. Some of the best of this work can be found in
Fayetteville by architects Dan and Frank MacMillan.
Th-eir houses for Julia and Stacy Weaver and for
Denny and Peg Shafer are perhaps the best of their
many elegant and humanely liveable houses.

one of the best of the many other fine modern houses

in North carolina is the Richard R. and Joan Allen
house, also in Fayetteville, designed by- Fayetteville

architect Mason Hicks. The house has been elegantly
furnished by Joan Allen and the Allens live there
with grace and charm.

Universal factors and architecture which seeks an
international expression do not necessarily reject all
principles of regionalism, however. An international
e*a-pte proves this point. Oscar Neimeyer, in his
Ministry of Education building in Rio de Janeiro,
invented the brise-soleil or adjustable sun-shade. This
North Carolina Architect
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may be Niemeyer's best building, since in recent years
he has spread himself too thin by accepting more
work than he can execute with excellence. fhe brisesoleil, however, was invented to fulfill a regional
n_ecessity and it is harmonious and compafible to
Niemeyer's stylized forms.
Eero saarinen said in 1956 when he and Ludwig Mies
v_an der_Rohe, Richard Neutra, Gordon Bunshafr
,
Water-Gropius, Ernest Kump and philip Johnson
made their record Conuersations Regarding the
Future of Architecture for the Reynolds MJtals
Company, that it would take at least b0 years for
architecture to assimilate the principles of Frank
Lloyd Wright. Saarinen cautioned the student of
anchitecture then to distinggish between the principles
of Wright and the forms of Wright. He further
reminded the student that the forms of wright were
really of another era and the student who d'oes not
understand that may slide into unfortunate
difficulties in his work.
since saarinen made that 50 year prediction, only 21
yeaJg have passed.. We may have a fe* more yeais
ofarchitectural

if
-practice to complete before we ""1""t, -we do, the validity
of-regionalism in our building'
c-ulture. Fifty years after 19b6, the mainstream of

{9sign may be progressing in a number of oth",
directions. I

Henry L. Kamphoefner is
founder and Dean Emeritus of
the N. C. State tJniversity
School of Design. For 36

years, he has been a keen
and often critical
observer
of architecture in -the state.
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Roundtable
From bu ild ing
materials to politics,
regional influences
play important roles
i n shapi ng architecture.

Regionalism
Present

N
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On Nov. 4, 1977, North
Carolina Architect asse mbled
six architects and an architectural historian at the AIA
Tower in Raleigh to talk about
reg ional ism. Partici Pati ng in
this roundtable discussion
were:
awcrof t-Tay

lor,

Ral ei g h ;

Dan MacMillan, AlA, of
MacMillan and MacMillan,
Fayetteville;

G. Milton Small, FAIA, of

G.

Milton Small and Associates
Raleigh:

Gerald Li, AlA, of Clark,
Tribble, Harris and Li,
Charlotte;

Ruth Little-Stokes, historian,

of Charlotte;
Robert W. SawYer, AlA, of

Batlard, McKim and SawYer,
Wilmington; and

John D. Rogers, Jr., AlA, o/
Six Associates, Ashevi lle.
Ernest Wood rePresented

North Carolina Architect as
moderator.

Dan MacMillan

G. Milton Small

The following is an edited
transcript of the three hour conversation which ensued:

ter. This summer, we rode up
into Virginia, up around
Harpers Ferry. Those houses
there would be the equivalent

their building is also
important. I would rather
start with a broader sense, a
climatic region and the sort
of indigenous building that
evolved in the past to solve

Architect: I had sent out a
list of eight or ten questions.
But maybe we should juqt
iump rieht in with the idea:

Whdt is regionalism? It's

Brian Shawcroft, AIA of
Sh

Brian Shawcroft

more, obviously, than

ta\ing

historical forms and aPPIYing them to new buildings.
Rogers: Your first qgestion
seems to me probablY the
place to start. And that is: Is
North Carolina a region? Or
mavbe. before that: What
kind of regionalism are we
talking about? An economic
region? There are certainlY
several distinct geograPhic
regions: the mountains, the
piedmont and the coast.

MacMillan: WeIl, I think
North Carolina is distinct.
It's certainly distinct from
South Carolina and Virginia.
There's none of the old
aristocratic nonsense that's
ever been associated with
North Carolina, the kind of
thine vou see in South Carolina and Virginia, and I
think this has determined
the shape of things in North
Carolina up to the Presentdav more than anYthing else.
And it's been kind of a tightfistedness which is built into
the North Carolina charac-

of North Carolina tobacco
farms. They're all very solid,
brick houses, very substan-

tial houses with considerable
design. And if you compare
those with North Carolina
houses, these carpenter built
things which have been
scattered all over the land-

I think that would be
vour distinguishing feature
Let*een North Carolina and
the adjoining states. That is
this sort of austere, no
nonsense approach that
we've always had. But it
doesn't really allow much in
the way of frills or even
quality.
Architect: Are we correct in
thinking that North Carolina
is a region at all? Is a region
something bigger, as in The
South? Or is it something
smaller, as in the mountains
versus the piedmont versus
the coast?

scape,

Shawcroft: You could look at

sense in
that architecture has been
influenced by climate more
than any other thing. Just
how small a region You can
define. I think is verY
difficult. I think what Dan
has said as far as some
attitudes of People relative to

it in a worldwide

these problems. The tobacco

barn is a classic example in
North Carolina.
Li: If we are looking at the
overall points that contribute
to regionalism, then the

things I think about are
material as well as climate. I
add to my list the sense of
materials that were there. I
add to it the sense of history
that people, wherever they
were, brought or developed
and I add the sense of lifestyle that it contained. And I
think you can even add more
categories. And then I would
start to wonder what
regionalism really is. When I
firit started thinking about
regionalism, I started thinking about just everything
un-der the sun in terms of
architecture. It's a very
meaty topic to get into. The
validity of North Carolina as
regionalism, I'm not sure
about. however.
Sawver: I don't think You can
define a region with Political

boundaries for anYthing
other than convenience or

administering certain things.

I think the regions are more
like Mr. Li described. I think
North Carolina Architect

Gerald Li
they are established bv
similarities in climatii condi_
tions, topography, origin of
the people. I think there is a
c-oastal region, for example.
that encompasses North^
Carolina, South Carolina
and Virginia and even the

L)elmarva peninsula. There
are similarities throuehout
that stretch. Maybe n"otln
specific architeciure, but they

exist in many ways,'just as-"
rney do rn the mountainous
qrgas. I am more inclined to
of regionalism il th;t
fbi",L
Ktnd oI context.
Rogers: To follow Mr. Li's

comments: The most sensi-

tive desig!,.or the design most sensitive to its toial
environment, would be the
one most likely to be regional.
Li: In ? way. But I think that
cte-pends on whether you are
talking in a more nisiori&f
cgntext or more currently.
You're speaking currentfv?
Rogers: Yes.

Li: Well, that's interesting,
then. IJecause when you talk
about any of these it6ms
materials, there's a lot of --brick.in North Carolina,
there's wood. But therets
certainly steel
- steel some_!1mes goJni4S from Japan.
Materials, the accessibility of
materials nowadays is su6h
January/February 197g

Ruth Littfe-Stokes

Robert W. Sawyer

that you do not have the
historical necessity of developing a regionalisin.

Brian said, and that is that
we've got several things that
mate- any region: the climate

lggers: .Ey"rt the topographic
ltri"g might be turn-edlve".
You can move dirt so easilv
with these big machines. dn
the other hand. severe
topographic features almost
always produce in an archi_

tect-designed building a
response which is regional to

the extent of the inflience of
that site. The Ashevilte aiea
I think, has evidence of lffi.
MacMillan: I think the ques_
tio-n is_: Is there a regionalism

today?

I don't think
there is. But I think there
ought to be and I think
because of this energy thine.
that it's more likelv"to;6;T'
Rogers: No,

up again.

Little-Stokes: Why should
there be a regio.trl .r"hii*-

ture?

if a designer
is particularly sensitivi, ;" -ne_must be, then the product
of his effori, I believei *iff""
ngve evrdence of regionalism.
There are differencel from --the. _mountains to the coaE,
so if the designer really re-'
spondq, then the product has
got to be regionaf to some
Rogers.: B_ecause

extent.
Small:

I will

go back to what

and the economics and the
government. To me. the
economics of North Carolina
is somewhat different than

Virginia. Virginia is more

established over a long
period of time, more of a
better economy somehow.
whereas North Carolina has

a-history that's still prevglept today of the small,
little tenant farmers. the
small farms instead.of the
large farms. The temperature
is not too different from the
Mason-Dixon Line
- excluding the mountain areai--?l
the way through to southern
Georg-ia. But if you're going
to tackle the climate and t6'e
sun and the wind and so
forth, then it does varv

across North Carohnimore
than it does north to;oui[.
And so I think you get down
to regional architecture as I
see it
screen porch, the
- the without
front porch
the
s_creen has always been a bie
thing, and I thiik produced ?
regionalism in the -state.
Until air conditioning.

Li: I,think that's- appropriate
ror domeshc architecture.

that attitud_e. In fact, I ttiint<
that a lot of the regionalism
that we may relate"to is;"*
otten associated with a

John D. Rogers
do_mestic type of architecture.

I think if you take the
broader sense of architecture^
I think you've brousht up

afrother good point related to
clrmate as to the validity of
regionalism today. And ihat
is: With the mechanical
s,ystems being_what they are,
q9splte what the energy
situation is, the origiriil
tenets of why we designed as
a,.way to respond to the
clrmate are not quite as valid

any more.

Shawcroft: If we go back to
\fgre air conditi-oning,

which I think everyone
sgems to agree is one of the
changes in regional desien.
can we look at the buildinss
which were built without "

architects? A lot of them
lt"yq been mentioned, farm
buildi_ngs and so forth.where

they did respond. The farm
always under the
big s^hgde.tree, ttre siting was
carerully thought out and no
archrtect was involved. We've
gotten away from all that.
Now, we talked about three
regions, basically, within the
stgtq.- the mountains, the
m_iddle plains and the coast.
Irgus_e w_as

What_ buildings .have responded to them, even? The
goast is a disaster area. isn,t
--

it, frgm Virsinia Beacii'6

Beach? How many
$-l,t-tl"
Duuctrng-s are being respon_

srve to the ocean?

.E
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that all architectural work on results around here. But

o

houses at the coast, beach
houses, is bad architecture.
think there are some good
beach houses. I agree that

o

I

there are many, manY fine
old ones that are excellent.
But there are some good
new ones.

I would like to get
awav from domestic architectrire and get into the main
bulk of the Suildings. And
one of the things we have
mentioned is the government
and the state. The state
buildines themselves reflect
something of the region in
Shawcroft:

fop

Tobacco

barns, near

Kinston: The
"c/assic exampte" of regional

architecture tn

North Carolina.

Above: Farmhouse: An austere apProach,
but a concern
for site and
climate.

these sort of restrictions have
produced some of the archiiecture which we now call

North Carolina architecture,
which by the natural Process
becomes a region.

Archilect: You've all worked
in other places. How would
vou compare the influence of
ilients h-ere to the influence
of clients elsewhere? What
sort of attitudes do the
clients have?
Shawcroft: Dan brought uP a
verv good point, that we're in
a v6ry tight-fisted Part of-the
world. Low first-cost is what
they're looking at. And who
is cbntrolling that? One, it
would be the government for
public buildings. And it's the
banks for private buildings.

one sensJbecause theY do represent the State of North
Cirolina. But we've been
desiening buildings for the
State of North Carolina for
qnit. a while, ProbablY all of
so
MacMillan: I think, as an
ris in this room have, and we Small: I don't think it's
the beach houses at know
example.
different from other areas.
we've
-Head
conditions
the
reallY .are. a
Nags
But we have not had verY
worked under. I can rememperfect response. Agarn'- r
many people u-ntil recentlY
a
examPle,
ber one specific
ttrint< the limit of this whole
in ChaPel with-vbry much extra disPosbuilding
lars-e
verv
Now we, just as
arsument is domestic archiHili. where I had sun control able income.
t"it.rt.. I don't think there's on
side. And I was the rest of the countrY, are
south
the
any validity beYond that.
take it off because the turning out so many.more
gul I think the beach houses iold towas
not going to waste people who are the big
state
itriaate class. And making
are a perfect solution - non- money on sun control. At
archit-ect designed houses
we were sitting in money is the onlY thing tbat
that
ioint,
they think it's all about. Just
*ittt tt " shingles and all
a rooh where the sun was
mai<ing money. And therethat business, the waY
90
was
it
in,
streaming
fore, putting somethir-rS on a
ihev'"e laid out so theY reallY degt"et in the room and we
buildine. something theY're
do iryork. The old houses. I
evacuate the lobbY to
ha?
oroud oT and something that
wasn't talking about the
it was on the south
t"u.,t"
current stuff.
it
h've* an uplift to their whole
and
building
the
of
Jide
Iife and the PeoPle that gonle
some
So
was uninhabitable.
Sawver: Well, I take excepin contact with it, theY don't
some
attitudes have formed
iionio that. I don't think
North Carolina Architect
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know what you're talkine
about. But I think that iJ
basic throughout the econ-

omy.

Architect: So, obviously,
there's more to good desisn
than money. It's an attitilde.
What is it that makes one
group of people in one
location rich and tight-fisted
and anothe-r group 6f people
rn another location rich and
enlightened?
MacMillan: Taste.
Little-Stokes: And that comes
from education.
Shawcroft: But there,s anglhef change taking place in
North Caroilina u".i't^t Ji. -the influx of people from
other states. Highly educated
people. And yet, th-ey,re
being sold a bill of joods in
terms of housing and everv-

Wind" and they want the
Tara mansion. Of course,
maybe it's only one and a
half stories with the columns
on it, and maybe that's what
they want.

January/February lg78

because you did bring up the
whole issue of style, what's
the difference between stvle
and regionalism? Reallyi

Little-Stokes: Well, colonial
I mean pediments,

trim_.-

Little-Stokes: Well. since
we're talking about style.
and I had avoided brineine
it up, but I think one of-thJ
two most basic regions in the
United States is the Atlantic
Coast, which had the
colonial tradition and has
always fed on the orisinal 18
colonies idea. Then. Williams!,urg came along and
just clinched it. Becarise

wllqt Williamsburg did was
publish a lot of col-onial
designs and building materi-

als were specified fo-r these

colonial copies and a whole
generation, two generations
or archrtects have grown uD
since Williamsburg. Thev,v'L
thing, that this is North
g:rown up with that kind of
Carolina.
vocabulary being_ the only
Architect: Are they beins sold nrstoncal vocabularv nub_
that as North Caiolina."o" - - lished and available. And in
are they -maybe gravitating
Fr-?. of trying to copy North
toward that
Uarolrna traditional architec_
because it's
familiar?. Maybe they don,t
ture, which is not Willia*"-want regionalism.
hgTg, a long way from
Williamsbuig, there was
Shawcroft: Well, it was
notEi-ng that they could draw
e5nlained to us'at one point
o-n. lhe other major region-of
that_these people are looking
the Uni_ted States- wo,ri-d, of-for the Soulh when tnev
c_ourse, be that area of the
come down here. They,ie
West which is basicallv
got_te4 away from the North
influenced from Mexic6.
and their concept of the
South is "Gone With the

#Gs.

Li: What's the difference.

scrollwork, brracketing.'
Li. That's an aspect of style.
Little-Stokes: Yes. It reallv
has nothing to do with the

climate does it?

Shawcroft: It was brought
over from England.
Li: I don't know that there is
that difference, reallv. if vou
look at regionalism. i'thiirk it
has all the elements that
style does.
Little-Stokes: It's self concept.
V.ou wa,nt to get really
basic, style is self conc6pt.
which has to do with on-e'i
cultural background. It,s
economic limitations and it,s
climate.

If

Li: Yes, and it's material and
it's technology. Craft is an
rmportant part of it. All of
those same issues come in. I
believe, to regionalism. Aid.
again, I come back to the
@frn4ing, that I really think
that if you look at regibnalism, even though it may not
exist as it did when it
started, you're talking about
your climate, your material.
I
4+d- when I say history,
think regionalism has -a'

Beach Cottage,
Nags Head: A

"perfect response" fo site

and climate.

o
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mentioned Williamsburg.
That's probably the biggest
setback- we had in architec-

ture for a long time. Here we
are in 1977, the twentieth
century is almost over and
modern architecture hasn't
reached North Carolina in
the greater bulk of the buildings. So these sorts of influenies I see as very negative.
These are styles, totallY stY-

listic influences,

Top: New Suburban Home:
Avoiding the
twentieth century or making
the occuPants
feel comfortable through

historical
forms?

Above: Pizza

Hut: "Tahitian"
regionalism

transplanted to
America's commercialstrips.

historv or a precedent that

the people who came to the
area and started building
remembered, or related to in
some way. They maY have

changed-it, conformed it, but
it stif had a departure Point.
There's comfort. And I bring

in fantasy. And then, ther-e's
the use of energy. Now, all
these last three are very
different aspects, I think, of
the meaning regionalism can
have in the future. But I
don't think regionalism has
any validity from what we've
understood as its origins.
The controlling factors for
resionalism ttrat actuallY
foim a way buildings are
designed, I think, aren't - .
there any more. I don't think
the materials are a Problem
anv more. We get them from
an"ywhere. I don't think the
esPeciallY in this
climate
- an
overlY
is
area
factor to deal
burdensome
with, although orientatiol, of
course. rs rmportant. And I
don't tfrint< that the historY
that was pertinent to this
particular region is as
ielevent any more. I think
there is a much more
cosmopolitan attitude now. I
think some PeoPle will start
to look for Pizza Hut with
its Tahitian form and relate
to it - or any number of
other forms from other
regions.
Shawcroft: I'd like to Pick uP
a point that Ruth made. You

because

they're easy. TheY don't requiie thinking. TheY-don't

influence of where it is, the
geography, is much more
powerful and it has much
more impact on architecture
than any of these other
things. I hate to admit it, but
I think Mr. Li is right. Technology and the industrial
influences have made it very
difficult to take that position.
The old organic architecture
concept that most of us were
educaied in doesn't seem to

apply as it used to because of

the fact that, as he says, any
material is available anywhere. Sometimes it's

require acceptance o-f anYthing new or anY other YaYs
of doing things. And PerhaPs cheaper to use a material from
some other part of the world
it's a total regional Personthan it is to use something at
alitv problem, as it were,
vour back door. That's unforrathei than backed uP bY
poor education and so forth
lunate, I think. I'm sorry
that's true.
ihat has caused this.
Roqers: But vou must be

Small: What we're really

tecture.

of oui lives and the cost

tal[ing aboui domestic archi- facing is that money is aoffact
Shawcrofl: No, I'm talking
about state buildings. EverY-

products, whether theY come

irom Japan or Peru or the
next door neighbor, is what
we have to work with. I
thing.
think we can't deny that the
Rogers: I don't see any Public material is available and we
bui-ldings that are going uP
ought to take a look at the
in the Williamsburg manner. best thing for the structure
that's going to be built on
Li ttle-stokes: Eastern North
any particular site and use
Carolina. That's where it's
the best.
totally . ..
Shawcroft: You know, brick is
Roqers: We certainlY don't
obviously a North Carolina
haie that in the western Part material. But how are we
of the state. There are no
using brick? We're using it as
public or commercial buildthe paint. We're using it as
ines in the western Part of
the bkin. We gave up using
th6 state, with the excePtion
brick as a load-bearing
of a few branch banks,
material years ago. WhY?
which are in the WilliamsLi: I wonder if that bothers
burg style.

I'm not reallY sure
that-regionalism is a co-ncePt
that his very much to do
with architecture. I've always referred to it as being
indigenous, rather than
regional. I think there's a
Sawver:

broad concePt of the re-

anyone except Professionals.
MacMillan, Little-stokes: No.
Shawcroft: No, it doesn't, and
it leads to the phony colonial,
eventually.
Small: It leads to the
degradation of the entire

gional, but I still feel that the design.
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Li: You can talk about the
skin use of brick. But I,ll
c_ome back to the Georgian or
the colonialism or somlthins
like that. It's popular. It

works. It makes people feel
comfortable. It's resellable. It
canlt be all wrong
whether
- not
we like it or not. I'm
saying, now, do it everywnere . ..

Shawcroft: Where do you do it?
Li: Maybe you do it in terms
of not a direct facsimile. in a
ryay, _but you do it in terms of
the abstraction, of what is
comforting in that aspect of

regionalism. I don't b-elieve

the region has to be onlv
North Carolina. And I don,t
believe you do it in a skv-

s.gl?per.

o
E
E

I'm jumping to"

o

different topics. But-I don,t
want to leave the one we
s_tarted with first. And that's
that I think we can talk a iot
about materials and climate,but I don't believe no*"a"rri
they are influencing direc- " tions in design in more than
mlnor ways.
MacMillan: I think the same
thing. I think that reeionalism is capable of veri,uUU"
variations and distinctions.
Rogers: How about the ques_
tion on the list, the ,.New
South" question. Is the ,,New
South" only Atlanta?
MacMillan: The ,,New South,,
is something that,s alwavs-

been with us, for at least-l00
years., Someone re-invents it

just about every other V""r.Rogers: I notice that the
Radisson Hotel in Charlotte
is the product of a "New
South" architect
quotes.
- in
It's an interesting
phenome-

non.

I think the
other than the Industriil
Sawyer: Well,

"N.*

South" is nothing

Revolution in the South. And
I think the architecture of
Atlanta is a manifestation of
just what we're talking

E

E

O
c)

E

o
O
c)
a.'1

Small: I think our big
problem is simple, blsicallv.

And that is that we have
magazines which publish
wh4t is new and differerrt.
And so, the architects who
do not really think about
anything are going to get on
the banclwagon.
Li: What does good desisn
have to do with that at;ll?
With those superficial thines
that come across in the

journals?
Small:

It

doesn't have a thing

to do with it.

Li: Is it possible, then, to
have good design, whatever
that means to people _ it,s

it responds, it does
else might
- is it possibGio
usable,

more than what somethins

have that in any number of
styles?

about.

Small: Oh, sure.

Little-Stokes: But it's mavbe
more i-mportantly to the "
overall population a state of

Li: And so, really, what does
rt matter what the style is?

mind. It's given us South-

erners a new image of our_
selves.

Shawcroft: It was done
interna_lly, which is important, whereas we tend fo
import all of our architects

for important buildings in
this state. And how manv of

these geniuses that we;vd
brou,ght in respond with their
Dxuqrngs rn any way to the

clrmate or anything like that?
January/February 1978

Shawcroft: One of the big
problems we have socialTv is
one. gf identity. Regional "
archrtecture is an identity
with a region.
Li: But what would the

premise_of that identity be if
it's not based in good a"rig"Z
I mean, you can [ave ; ;;?a
workable- design with an?
wrthout that identity. Identity is gravy.

Shawcroft: No.

I maintain

that good design does

involve a region. It does
rnvolve a response to the
climate and the materials
whether they're local or not.
But.how you respond to your
environment, whether itts a
city or the country, doesn't
matter.

MacMillan: I wonder

if we're

not all victims of this
idiosyncratic type of architecture. We all are influenced bv
the magazines. We are influ-"
enced by the form-givers.

Someone does a glass
building and we -have

to do a
glas.s building, although our

instincts tell us it doesn't

make any sense.

I read from time to
time that people are disenchanted with modern architecture. If this is what the
public feels, could this be
leading to a return to
historical forms in the sense
of reinterpreting them, which
could be a manifestation of
Architect:

regionalism?

MacMillan: I think it's verv
much in the wind. Verv

much.

Ro.gers: The- public loves

b_urldrngs that are done for
!4em. They love the Resencv.

lb"v_ love- Omni. Ttr;; iiti;
gll tlrat Atlanta stuff."Thev

like Disneyworld.
Li: They like McDonalds.
Rogers: Well, they don,t like

Skyline, Charlotte: A sign of
the "New
South" or simply the lndus-

trial Revolution?

Left: Student
Center, FaYetteville: A consclous attemPt
at "a North

Carolina build-

ing;" Brian

Shawcroft and

Dan MacMillan,
architects.
Below: lnsurance Building,

Raleigh: Rein-

terpreting the
lnternational
Style for the

Southern climate; G. Milton
Small and Associates, architects.

factors beyond anY of our
control.
Architect: Another question
that was on the list was:
How much is design dictated
bv the materials that are
available?
Small: I think it's a great big
influence.
MacMillan: VerY strong.
Architect: Is there any way
vou can solve that? You can't
Lo around and have materiIls custom made for buildings.
MacMillan: It's an economy

thing.

=

=
o
o

-)

I think, in the
same way. I think it's that
desire on the public's Part,
which is legitimate, that's
eot to be part of the Program.
And I think that the

McDonalds,

another aspect. The whole
Drocess of conversation

^"-ottg the Professio-nals,
*h"t""att idea that Brian has
qives me one that I never
frould have had otherwise'
essential
magazines are all Part of the fttJ t"agazines are wh-Y
seaich for style, which every- for that-and that's and that's
one of us hai alwaYs wanted. vou're in business
inhy *"'te here todaY.
If we ever get a stYle that
does incorPorate all our
Shawcroft: But we're confushopes for iegionalisms, that
ine stvle with ecclecticism at
acfuallv solves our Problems' th6 moment. StYle, to start
then wb'll all be much better with, took ma4Y Years to
off. Because mediocre archi'
establish itself in anY given
tects can produce accePtable, period, right? Now, we're
useful. worthwhile buildings
ihanging -eYery five Years,
withid a style, when if
because of the magan nes'
thev're not-in a stYle, theY
really. We're now recreatrng
pro-duce terrible atrocities.
the 1930's, the art deco.
W.'rr" got'architects rebuilddefinition
Li: By that verY
ing Letorbusier in PlYwood'
vou'ie using, stYle is a very
We'll be recreating the bu's
luperficial thing.
bv the 80's and we'll catch
o" ourselveq eventuallY'
Roqers: No, I don't think so.
"i,
We'il recreate the whole
Bu[ I think.this magazine
t*.ttti"ttt century within the
business is absolutelY essentwentieth centurY. Tbis i"T't
So
search.
that
to
You
tial
this is Pure ecclectrcrsm'
style;
going
Not
on.
know what's
wii"'" run oul of ideas' We've
just to coPY. 'fo avoid is

stopped thinking. We've

loo\1ng into what
the ieal problems in architecture are. We're just trYlng
to pick up oD the Past and
seli it. Itts interior decorating
moved onto the outside.

sto-p-ped

Sawyer: That's whY I. think

the energy conservatron

oioblem-i-s a real boon. It's a
ieal opportunitY. We're going
to have a chance to re-

examine our Premises. I
think we're going tq beforced to. And maYbe do
something that's more signrt-

icant.

Uttle-Stokes: Well, we'll have

some limitations again, for
the first time in 50 Years.
SawYer: You know, there are
some other things that are
going to have an imPact on

[esi{n, and that's in the
natu"re'

of other materials

Shawcroft: Don't You think
that renonalism in the Past
has been involved with a
certain sort of integritY in
the use of materials? And
that this is what we're
getting away from? We have
ilv*ood with sand sPraYed
i,ri it and then caulked
between the joints with a
caulking gun to look like
concrete.

MacMillan: You can go down
to the emploYment office and
hire these guys off the street

to do this liind of thing. This

is what we see so much of.
Where we used to have these
60 year old carPenters to do
theie things, now theY take
kids and plople uP off the
street and theY can do sheetrock work ancl all these other

things.

Small: I'll tell You what the
problem is. EverY time we
have a little recession You
can iust take a great big
hvel of semi-skilled and
skitled people out of the con-

structioh field. And theY find
out, "Well, g@, I'm not doing
so bad here working in a,
filline station. And I work

that are going to become

every-day. And I get Pai-d.
Whv should I go out and get
back in the construction

circulation temPoranly

business?"

either too exPensive to use or
ttt"Y"" goind to be Pgt out of
bY
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Architec'ts & Architectunel

Some Questions
And Some Answers

From the North Carolina AfA
Series on Architecturaf Services

lf architecture is so familiar, whY do
need an architect? WhY can't I do it
myself?

It happens every day. And it happens

to the best

of

u8.

Consider the newly elected school board member
who suddenly has part in a multi-million dollar
construction project - but experience only in
politics. Or the businessman who discovers the
old plant is too small - but whose career is
sales, not construction. Or the tennis club president who needs a new clubh'ouse. Or the homeowner who decides the time is right to build that
dream house. What's a person to do? There's
usually a lot of money at stake, not to mention a
building that will be used for years. So no one
wants to make mistakes.

I

Putting up your own building, especially your
own house, is part of the American dream. But
buildings are a lot more complicated today than
when that dream began. There have been - and
continue to be - so many technological changes
that professional specialties have developed to
deal with structure and with such mechanical
systems as heating and cooling. But there- also
changes in the ways we use builda-t"
in the ways our cities grow and evolve and
ings,"otttant
inlhe laws which affect the way we build.
Industries need to accommodate new processes
and new machines. An office park and a housing
development have to live side by side in
harmony. Buildings must be safe for the people
who use them. And construction is big business.
Someone needs to evaluate the finances and
project construction cost. These needs req-uire
ihe-services of professionals. And, then, there are
the intangibles that make architecture an art.

What intangibles? What is architecture'
anyway?

It's about this time that most people begin think- Theorists, historians and members of the profession have been arguing about this question for
ing about architects. And a whole new set of
people
have
centuries. But a Roman architect named Vitmmost
Because
questions crops up.
vius put it pretty well when he defined the three
never dealt with an architect before. Doctors,
lawyers, dentists, accountants, other professionals,-yes. But architects, seldom. If ever. That
makes architeeture something of a mystery to
most people. But it shouldn't be.

Architecture. We've been on intimate terms with
it all our lives. We live in it; we work in it; our
children learn in it; we play in it. When we're
tourists on vacation, we OOOOO! and AAAHH!
over the best examPles of it.
Much of the confusion comes when we try to
create

it.

principal elements of architecture as "firmness'
commbdity and delight" - that a building
should be-well constructed, that it fulfill its functional needs and that it be aesthetically pleasing.
Since Vitruvius, dozens of architectural styles
have come and gone - but architecture is more
than mere style. The art of architecture results
from creative manipulation of spaces, the artistic
use of light, good pioportions, appropriate scale,
sensitive use of miterials and more. The art of
architecture interprets a culture and provides
tangible evidence of its values. As an art, architecture speaks to the soul and the spirit.

I

t
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Left: A popular

myth pictures

the

solitary

architect, but in
reality, very tew
work alone.

Befow: The architect can be-

gin working

on

a project early.

Traditional seivices include de-

sign; prducing

specifications,

working

drawings and bid

duuments; obseruation of con-

struction and

approval of
work.

What serulces does an architect proyide?
myth pictures the solitary architect
$,lonular
laborin_g_over

the draftin_g table and coming up
sipsfghandedly
an artistic masdrpi'ece
-- a buildi.g. In reality,
- withv€rv
of
re* a"chit"cG work
alone, and drawings are only a part of the architectural_process. Drawings_ are important rriev
are used to commgnicatethe architect's ideas.
But th_ey ar-e a meb,ns, a tool in the pi*"-"",
an end in themselves. And anyone *'tto wants
"otan
architect simply to "draw plaris" ro" a buildfitor who F yr ready-made pians is mis;ing out on
one of the most importanl parts or archilecture,
the satisfaction of L specifi-c need tfi;;[;
specific design.

9aq ygu describe the process of
oeslgnlng a building? The architect can begin work on a project even
p,efore the.project exists
by ttetpiig L"iri.t"
trre owner'8 present building to decid; whether
g" Tot to build,. !V helning select the sitsa;a
pv hetp-ing decide what functions the new uolaing-wiu accommodate. Then come the-Lasic and
traditional functions of the arctrit*ti-"t"ai"g
lfe ryoblem and comtrs. up with ii"ti-ii'"ry
idea for a solution, refiiin| trtat ia;-,"a
"
att""-

-

mining the actual design, producing the construction documents
aid
- drawings
tions from which the
contractor
wort,
- construction and keepingwill"p*ifr"robsen'ing
th" oil""
aware of its status and approvi-ne tt fi"J
work. Througtrout t_tre process, th; ;;hiL;
"
must
supervise and coordincte work by suchrp"a"u"t"
as engin@r-s,_ landscape archite"i"
irit"i;-=
designers either on thl firm,g,t"ff ""a
;;;-piov"a
as consultants.

How can one Person do all this?
Usually, one person cannot. So when we say
"architect," we often are referring to an architectural firm. There are different size firms, ranging from one person who handles small projects
ro.h as housei, churches or schools, to hundreds
of people, who may design whole towns. Even
*ifiti" firms, therL are specialists. Some have
engineers, interior designers- or landscape architecls on their staffs. Others hire them only when
they are needed as consultants. And even architecis specialize. Some deal with clients, some
design the building and some oversee pr-oduction]from superviJing draftsmen to working with
contractors.

Above: fhe
architect is a
problem solver,
but underlying
it all is the ability to design.
Left: fhe best
way to evaluate
architects is to
evaluate their
architecture.

How do I lind the right one?

already. If so, you can ask the architect to work
f;;;;; and you can begin contract negotiations
right away.

The best way to evaluate architects - and
firms - is to evaluate their archiWhat if I can't decide that easilY?
"i"ftitd.turai
applies to any 9! the s-everal
rule
6"t"t". This
you
of selection est yourself whether
in mind, vou can invite
-"lftoatarchitect's
buildiD*S, whether they seem If you have several firms
i*. tn"
making your final
before
interview
;;;h io, ut
.ppt"ptiate to their purposes and whether the
you
opportunity to
give
the
will
This
a..itiott.
ui.t it-""t seems to have solved the problem.s at
and their
firms
;;k;;;dons and ;xamine the
h;;d. talk to the client. Ask how the architect
owners
occasions,
rare
*ork in more detail. on
war to work with, whether the building was
archiw-hi.ch
in
competitions,
design
;ill-;;;"tor
as
n"itft"a on time and within the budget' Be
But
plans
for_judging.
submit
wif
i.tuallv
i".t,
can. After all, you'll have to ask
for
il;;ifi. as you
only
reserved
generally aTe
these same questions and more as you Plan your .l-p"titions
Lnd are not a recommended
;;;il;ttttt
irojects
their
at
looked
you
have
;;-;"* Uuiiaing. After
for normal work' In
;;t;i;electing'architects
*"tf., it is time t6 tatt< to firms' Some specialize
;;; ;;*,-the cl-ient will want to consider the
offices, shopping centers, homes i"'t.ftools,
.r,iftit""t;s general business reputation,.previous
previous experie-nce may l-re-tn voy
of
;;;;;;;; i"ittt similar projects.,
-spe-clalties
"ttdlft"ir
Manv don't speciali"'e' And
;;k;;i
senrices
all
provide
1o
abilitv
the
and
iiil
;i;;
"rtoi"".
this to be an advantage' By now'
vo" *lv find
necessarY for the Project'
narrowed the choice down to one
have
;;i
;;;

i
1
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Far left: Houses,

shops or branch
banks can qualify as architecture just as
well as churches or museums.

Left: Good design involves
the client; the
relationship between architect
and client is
crucial.

Who are today's architects?

Are all works of architecture special
monuments, then?
y_es. But not necessarily monuments.
A
building does not have to be raige or r""iv to be
architecture. Houses, shops or bianctt u".it,
qualifu just as well as churches or museums. "r.,
So
can renovations
turning
a
warehouse
into
an
office building or-an antiquated kitch"" i"to
new one. And good architecture need not be "
expensive. Good design cannot
!e bought simply
!,y specifying expensfue materials. It,s"the h"r_
dling of materials
matter what tt
ur. _
- nodesign
tha-t'.s importan-t. Goo{
"V
i, -h"i g*J
architects can do. And good design inv-oives the
client. The relationship between architect and
client is crucial to the process, for the archiiect
must analyze the client's functional needs and
understand the client,s aesthetic p""f"r"r"..,
then translate ideas into three dfi;;;i;;;i*
space. The skilled architect, therefore, is concerned with a lot more than size and bp"i"rr.".

pnec-ial,

Most architects practicing in the United States
today hold either five year professional undergraduate d_egrees in architecture or four year
aca4emic degrees in architecture and two year
professional graduate degrees. But there iJ more
to becoming an architect than schooling. After
graduation, the prospective architect must
complete three years of internship in a professional office, then must pass a stite administered licensing exam before being authorized to
practice.

What skills do architects have?
An architect's academic training emphasizes the
ability to _plan, to see the ',big picture,' and to
pull together seemingly unrelaied or even .orr_
tradictory details into an organized and unified
solution. rnternship and professional experience

teach architects to meet standards of pu'Utic
agencies, to coordinate the services of-other
design professiong
landscape archi
- engineers,
t_ects, interior designers
and io design'places
that ?re sgfe, sanitary, comfortabre,
pt"."J"trt
suited to their purposes. In short, the archiiect"rra
is
a problem solvbr. But underlyi"g ii
and an aesthetic sense th; aUitity"rf
to "i"-i"l""t
desig".
-

office rent; salaries of staff architects, draftsmen'
secretaries and consultants; and, finally, profit.
job such as this example might -require 2,000 to
A
and
Just as the range of architectural services
man-hours of work.) The architect's total
the
do
2,500
vary,
so
of
buildings
complexity
the
ways of compensating architects. You may pay a compensation is a small amount, when seen in
context of the entire building - yet it is a cost
lump sum, or cost plus a lump sum. You may
will have a long-term effect. A building
mathewhich
a
by
applying
calculate compensation
not planned well can cost the owner more in the
matical formula to the architect's cost to cover
overhead and profit. You may pay on a per diem long run if early mistakes must be corrected
latei. But besides helping the client avoid
basis. Or you may pay a percentage of the conis
your
best
mistakes, the architect actually can save the
which
architect
Ask
struction cost.
client money early in the process. As an outside
for your type of project. And why. Each method
job
and specialist, the architect can help examine-the
was designed to cover a different type of
they
ciient's specific needs and come up with the most
together
a different amount of work. But
your
efficient use of space. And the architect can
architect.
in
compensating
flexibility
allow
specify materials and technologiep tq save money
Ubttr in construction and in later building

How do we compensate architects?

What about bidding?

upkeep.

Sometimes, clients suggest that architects bid for
their jobs. But this is not an appropriate way to
obtain architectural services. It sets the architect
and client at odds - each trying to get as much
money out of the other as possible - instead of
allowing them to work together. But biddine is
inappropriate also because, in most cases' neither
the-arctiitect nor the owner knows how much
work is involved in a building before they begin'
You cannot bid on an unknown amount of work.
And you cannot bid on a creative solution.

Do architectural services stop with
completion ol the building?
Not necessarily. Most buildings will be here long

Architectural &
Engineering Fees

Total Project Costs

A rcH ITECTURAL-TICHNICAL
STRUCTURAL EIIGI['ARIN6
MEHANICAL ENcINIERI IIG

eLE.feK L /PLt'tActNa

after we are gone, so it's necessary to think
about the future, too. The architect may provide
the owner with guidelines for building operation
as an auto manufacturer provides a new
-carmuch
instruction manual to owners. And the
architect can periodically evaluate the building
to see if it is still operating properly. This means
more than maintenance. The architect can
evaluate the building to see if it still satisfies the
owner's needs. If those needs have changed, the
architect can help the owner adapt the building
or build anew.

CLEREA.

c)\r'DRHAP
Rg3€RVEr aFpFtr

BU|LDNq CoNStRtETtON COSr

What do I do now?

The architect is the client's agent in the building
process. The architect's job is to satisfu the
client's needs - while recognizing the impact of
the building on future users and the general
public. But the client's role is important, t-oo. To
whether-y.oq ?re planning
prepate for that role
begin thinking about
not
a UUaing now or
and the ones you
you
use
already
buildings
the
But doesn't an architect cost a lot of
you
can about archiall
Learn
pass
d"y.
every
money?
lecture - from talking with architects, from
books in your public library or from pamphlets
Not when the entire cost of the building is
such as this. Your North Carolina Chapter of the
considered. If a building costs $500,000, the
Institute of Architects has more inforAmerican
for
example,
run'
architect's compensation could
when you're ready to build, you'll
Then,
mation.
(To
th-e
archipercent,
or
$40,000.
about eight
And architecture won't be
to
expect.
what
know
tectural firm, that's not all profit, by the Yay.
mystery.
a
as
overhead
Out of that the sum must come such
INTIRIsT

of a series on architectural services.
Others include: What is Architecture? Decisions to Make
Before You Build. setecting and compensating the Architect.
serylces an Architect Provides. The pamphlets are free to the
This pamphtet is one

public.
To order, write: North carotina chapter, American lnstitute of
Architects, 115 W. Morgan St., Raleigh, N' C', 27601'

Produced by the NCATA Architectural services rask Force,
J. Hyatt Hammond, FAIA, chairman. Members: Marvin R' A'
Johnson, FAtA; Ltoyd G. Watter, AIA; William H. Sigmon, AIA;
C. Robert Shie/ds, AtA; Wesley A. McClure, AlA. Written by
Ernest Wood. Drawings by Wesley A. McClure, AIA' Design
by gary hixson.
Pubtished as a supptement to North Carolina Architect,

January 1978.
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Westview Meth-

-)

:

odist Church,
Burgaw: Adapt-

o)

ing forms of to-

bacco barns to
contemporary
work; Ballard,
McKim and

a
I

Sawyer, archi-

o

tecfs.

Li: I was wonderine. thoueh.
whether or not it's possibiir do
do good design, a very
reasonably good building,
with those same materials.

Architect: Our talk has
digressed into the specifics of
the building process. Maybe
we should talk about some
specific buildings.

Shawcroft: I think you can. I
think we keep harping back
to craft as a basis of regional
architecture. I think we're
going to have to accept that
it's gone. But we have new
crafts. We have the machine.
We have aluminum extrusions. We have all these
things. It's the way we use
them that makes it regional,
I think.

Sawyer: There's a nice
tobacco barn down the other

side of (aughter) Faison.

large scale.
Shawcroft: I agree. So
perhaps there is a limit. You
talk about skyscrapers.
There's no point in trying,
perhaps. But this is, what,
30,000 square feet?
Li: Well,

I

don't know

I think, at the risk whether those forms that I'm
of sounding, I don't know
tryrng to envision you are
Shawcroft:

what, but anyway, there's describing are North Caroone building that Dan and I
linian verses anywhere, you
did together a few years back know? You're talking about a

that I deliberately looked at pitched roof.
f^rom a regional standpoint. c
Well, letls say that
O"e *u. 7h;*;
b"i"f *-" - Shawcroft:
"f
" a flat roof is not a North
muauLutil;;;i;;1,^;;
Carolina traditional form
Architect: So you've added
orfiri"h"d"fia";;lh;ia"
because of the rain, leaves
another determinant to
u"a o"t. 1'fr" i;;;;'f^
the problems we have
regionalism, besides climate Uorr"*ua f.o;;h;i I would
"+4 eI
and topography and that
say were indigenous North wlth rlat roors'
sort of thing, and that is the Carolina: tobacco barns,
Sawyer: We,ve done some
labor market.
single glope_ rggfs, and so -_
.h.r""h", with the
forth. And I think we really ""rui
effort to do what
Shawcroft: The traditional
worked hard to make,enough "o"r"ious
Frank
6iki;t-;b"ut.
t;"G
labor market, which has
overhang on the windows biit"ra alrig-""a one, a
been carpenters in this part
everywhere to shade the
Methodist Cfiurct,lh'at
of the world.
glass and keep the s.un out. ;;;; ?"i"tv-"i"ri.' tt *r,
Sun control was built in
Small: When there is a
ilf1"""."a iry toUuojo barns.
through thematerials, and
complete shortage of brick
itfii"f. this aisaussion is sortwe
used
basically
one
masons, then you don't
;fitil;1;;ti";;;;;thifi
imaterial
in the building, design a building which is
."ia
befoie. I-tlilk th;t"
going to be built in the next which was brick. That's the_ lomestic architecture is more
few months out of brick. You student center at Fayettgville ti6iy ifb""o*e wfiat ;t
State lJniversily y.Jrere l, .
change it to something that
;;"ti 6;;;A;rr.f
i
consciousJvSaid,."f want-to
"r"t
is available.
L"i"i",
,oor"-r-"gigr1uily
do a North Carolina buildi;fi;;;'";a, thilffis" "build_
Architect: You're talking now ing."
ils; p"[ii'" i"ilai"f*
about regionalism as pragmatism. Whatever works in
r-et me put this
:.1.I::n_p:1hi1",Yilly,!11
you
^ Architecr:
re oorng an*. + tnrnl( that
this time and this place is
question to Ruth 6ecause she
f,naf, s a very
regionalism.
lias to go in a couple of
""rt^l lyP," 91
Historicaliy, i.'
llils^1999-'^Tl1.t'9yllg
il
-i"uteE.
Shawcroft: Well, it always
t"1t*or"9?I9:
o,.t^119 hst b0 years or so, frhat tr'"
do
fl:t^9ut
has been. That's how we
ano r nave f,o come bqcS vou see?
r
responded originally. Archito the domestic scale architecture was pragmatic betecture. You have to talk
Little-Stokes: Any regional
cause we were not into
about large spans, several designs of any building type?
ecclecticism or aesthetics or
floors. That vocabulary of
Well, I think World War iiis
anything else. We just built.
form inevitably gets lost in
the cut-off point. Most

-
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domestic architecture is

regional because we just
have very little Wrightean
infl uence or fnternational
Style influence going on
around here. But in terms of
commercial and industrial

work, not since World War II.
Public buildings tend to have
regional imagery. Courthouses usually have been
colonial until quite recently.
Architect: You use the word

"imagery," which, I'm sure,
in light of our discussion so
far. we would sav there is a
big difference beiween regional.imagery and re-

glonalrsm.

Li: Though I would be the
one to say, "Not neces-

sarily."

Little-Stokes: Well, imagery
implies something skin deep.
Architects don't like the
term, but it certainly works
in terms of public appeal and
it's an inexpensive way to
make a building appeal to
the public. It's strip architecture and the public loves

it. And they do that with
their houses.
Architect: Do they love it
because that's what they
like? Or do they love it
because that's what's offered?

Shawcroft: It's available.
Little-Stokes: Oh, I would
much prefer to eat a
hamburger in a little

Mexican adobe hut than in a
square, brick box. That's the
kid in me and I think the kid
in most people. Architecture
should be fun as well as

of course, was a resPonse to
the mountains behind it. The
Cherokees intended it to be

o
(g
X

o

wood. Just across the street,

an addition to and renovation of the Qualla Art Center

j

:

continued much the same
concern. That site was PrettY

tr

easy. We normallY are faced
witir. in little buildings and
big ones, very severe

tofiografhy. And that's good.
You learn in a hurrY not to
fieht the site, that You find
th1 potentials and trY to

Right: Dobbs
Building, State

enjoy them.

Government

Center, Raleigh: Recognizing that indigenous forms
lose their

Architect: EspeciallY in the
mountains.
Rogers: Especiall)a in the
mountains. but all over
Asheville, in town and out.
There's the new HaYwood

meaning in

large scale;
Clark, Tribble,
Harris and Li,
architects.

County Hospital in WaYnesville. fbr instance. The lower
levels, which traditionallY, as
hospiial functions are sorted
outj are larger than the floors
above, tie two verY steeP
hillsides together. Whether
that's regionalism or simPlY

Below: Museum of the
Cherokee lndian, Cherokee;
Relating the
building to its
mountain setting; Six Associates, archi-

a particular resPonse to.4
particular site, we can all
sort out.

tects.

Architect: Jerry, anYthing
that you've done?
Li: In terms of regionalism,
in a reverse way. The waY I
think of regionalism is moreone that's Land in hand with
nostalgia - and I don't look
down on that in anY waY. I
think it's very imPortant in

being good design.
Shawcroft: When do You get
to the real buildings? How
old do vou have to be before
you ge[ to the real ones?
Li: You never tire of the
excitement. And I come back

to the word "fantasY,"
because

I think that if

You

take the suPerficial, or the
skin aspect of regionaliqm,

it's something that evokes a
feeling of change, of

excitement, of something
comforting, the things -th at
vou relatelo historicallY,
lhat have value.
Small: I'll bring uP anotherbuilding, since Brian b-rought
up one,*{hat as far as I'm
c6ncerned is regional and

:ffii'Jf?,1ry'ifi
oof

'tl"the
'"J't'f 70,
ft"t" on HighwaY

insurance building.
Architect: This is one of Your

buildings?

Small: Yes, this is one of mY

buildings. And this buildi4g
has a ten foot veranda - it's
an office building - it has -a

veranda all the waY around
it and it has glass walls,
floor to ceiling. It looks like
one floor, but it's reallY two.
I did that because I think the
sun is hot here and I think it
rains a lot and it drizzles a

details on that building come
from the Miesian Interna-

tional Style.
Small: No question.
Architect: So this is a reinterpretation for this Place.
Small: ExactlY. AbsolutelY.

Architect: While PeoPle are
mentioning some of their

own buildings, what about,
John. someihing that Six
Associates is doing? The

Cherokee museum won an
award last Year and the jurY

lot and I'm anxious to keeP
did cite the-concern for the
the water off a building, off
location as one of the things
the elass, and keeP the sun
basiiallv off it. And then the it liked about the building.
slass is shaded, which
Roqers: We've done a good
6ertainly keeps down the
work in Cherokee. And
bitlf
heat load, be-cause I think of
request that their
Indians
the
this as being a hot countrY,
for the territorY be
not a cold country.
"ot""ttt
expressed. Of course, that's a
Architect: And Yet a lot of the gr6at pleasure. The museum,

certain selected Projects to
sort of try to evoke a human
response ln some way that is
comforting. And the onlY
proiect that I think has anY
ircarine on that might be the
multi-family housing Project
that we did which was
purposely to bring into this
irea a New England
aesthetic. We studied verY

carefully the ProPortions,-the
size and everything like that
and translated that into a 13
dwelling-unit Proj ect, which
means we had to take a lot of
liberties from what was the
formal understanding of how
a colonial house worked.
That's the onlY Project I can
think of where there was a
conscious attemPt to do that.
Because, generally, our conscious effort is not to do that

at all, or rather, not tg 4o.
that it all in terms of Pickine up motifs for whatever
eriotibn they evoke. Generally, whaf we dg is what,
tiop.ifirttv, we all do, and that
is iust analYze all the Potential problems and see how- we
tutt them around and
".tt them work for us.
make
Shawcroft: But whY do You
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feel that these things that
you describe as making people feel comfortable, nostalgic, why do we have to do

that? Why can't we face
reality? Why do we have to
project the past for everything for the public?
Li: O.K.

I think I

need to

explain that there is a lot of
thoughtfulness involved in
this. The fact that it would
be New England is something else and purely whimsical. The fact that it is
necessary is not whimsical in
my interpretation, however.
What was done in the preliminary analysis of tlre
project are all those things
which are done about what
will the complex look like.
It was done in terms of how
do you make privacy, how do
you make a community, how
do you deal with the spaces
that make a unit and how do

you respond to market trends.
Shawcroft: But why do you
have to put the veneer of
Cape Cod on them?
Li: O.K. Right. The next
thing is the study in terms of
the market and who is
buying them. They were
selling for $35,000 down. In
that market range in our
town, Charlotte, it's a very
dicey area to be involved in
very avant garde modern
architecture. In fact. what
sells is the competition, these
things that are very, very
neo-colonial. If we were
doing it for a $100,000
market. we would do
something completely different. What I'm saying is

that I find nothing wrong
with looking to the past
and that doesn't mean you
copy the exact details of the
past. That means you understand the sense of how thev
used scale and form in the"
past and how to use it again
in the appropriate project is
nothing to shy away from.
Sawyer: One thing I've

gotten out of this, the impression I have, is that all of us
tend to think of good design
in terms of understanding
and coping with the conditions of the site and where it
is, the people that are going
to use it and so forth. That's
our design approach. If out
of all this some day comes
something that looks re-

gional that's just a result, I
don't think we can consciously create a regional architecture. I think it would be the
result of real significant
effort to apply the same
principles.
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really unique, even from Atlanta's concept of "New
South." You'll never find
Philadelphia or New York or
Washington with the impact
of what Atlanta has done,
the way one stroke here and

Architect: Dan. we have't
mentioned any of your
projects, except as in

conjunction with Brian.

MacMillan: Well, I think as
far as our own projects are
concerned, I think our
residential work does have a
regional flavor to it. Again,

as Bob says, maybe a church

or two, which was a

conscious thing.

Architect: Bob, would your

church stand as vour
example?

Sawyer: Well, I think that
we've done some houses. I've

done some beach houses that
I think are correct for where

they are and are sensitive to
the site.

Li: The thing that is curious
about all this, I guess, is that
the impact that anyone
coming into this area would
hqyu is probably not of any
of the buildings that any of
us 4re talking about, but,
rather, ofthe 95 per cent of
architecture that they see
and they determine, therefore, makes a region. That
deals with downtowns that
across the state are starting
to corne back together a little
more, the strip shopping
centers the housing spreads.
I wonder, and this is a spin-

one stroke there can change

the face of the town. And

that's an opportunity on a
smaller scale that I see in
North Carolina that mav
contribute to an urbanis-rn
which has an identity, which
we can say is regionalism.
And it won't be a style as
much as it is just in composition of the goods.
Rogers: The new mall in Raleigh, the opportunity to find
appropriate expression for
the rebuilding that's going to
occur. A number of these
towns that you're talking
about have new city buildings which are not Williamsburg, but are contemporary
in various forms. And there
are going to be more and
more of them.

Li: But there's a whole opportunity in those type of

may start to categorize something that is regionalism.
Shawcroft: I think mavbe
we've hit on somethin"g and

that is scale, that is reg"ional.
As Gerald siid, you ca-n do

within a context far more
with any given building by
developing indoor-outdoor-

spaces and things like that
which respond and you can

enjoy the climate, rather
lhan just getting away from

rt.

Rogers: It's what Gerald was
talking as a necessary
element in this housing thing
that he's doing, some
reference that's familiar and
comfortable. And that can be
some of the devices that he
described earlier. But it also
can be the trees and things.
Li: I think there is the
opportunity to recapture
some of that which has been
lost, which is perhaps
uniquely North Carolinian in
a fashion. Now, they may
have it other places. But"
there is an abundance in
North Carolina. it seems to

off from the "New South"
conversation. but is there
anything in any of the cities
of North Carolina, anything
that is happening that is
somewhat "New South" or
North Carolina in terms of
not style
but the
- that
ingredients
make the
results that could be
described as regionalism?

Shawcroft: The average size of
towns. Now, that's one thing.

In North Carolina, the size of

cities is very small and
spread evenly across the
state, as opposed to New
York, Chicago type metro-

it has
developed a scale, perhaps,

o

=o
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Fayetteville with one broad
Streel Mall, Ra- stroke. (Dodge
leigh: Chang- and Beckwith,
ing the charac- architects;
ter of a city
Lewis Clarke

Associates,
landscape architects. )

politan areas. And

that is regional, rather than
a style. There is a certain
regional scale that I think is
common throug;hout North
Carolina. And-trees. of
course. It's a mixture of the
landscape and the buildings,
which is generally the saving
grace of most of them.
Li: To me, North Carolina

has a distinctive sense of

these small towns as you
drive through one to another.

And from just a little bit of
awareness of what some of
those small towns are trying
to do, I see what seems to be
an opportunity which is

projects that would lead to,

that would come closest in
my mind to a true regionalism. Not one really dependent on familiar forms and
motifs and things, but,
rather, really rooted in,
again, I come back to
lifestyle. In these small
towns, you can get away

rith, programatically, your
building offering so much
more than you could ever do
in Philadelphia or New York
or someplace like that. I
think John Portman has
done it with some of his
buildings in Atlanta. So
what I'm saying is a
building type alone, almost,
\

me, of these small towns

that

had character that mavbe
-or
started as a mill town
a
shipping place or something
that are getting revived. It's
going to happen. It is
happening in these towns.

Now, how it happens is
perhaps an aspect of
regionalism. If it happens in
a unique way that maintains
the character
it did
- mavbe
have a pedestrian
siale,
landscape
that's regional- it,
ism, as I see
in terms of
the future of North Carolina.
I see more regionalism there
than in a single building or a

single site.

I

Regionalism
Future

A renewed sense of

By Charles C. Hight, AlA, PE

As the popular anecdote goes, there is good news and
there is bad news. First, the good news - the
prevailing modern architectural movement of the past
40 years or so, the "International Style," is no longer
accepted as the gospel. Now the bad news - Colonial
and Victorian architecture are in.

heritage, increased
citizen involvement
and the need to
conserve energy will
be major forces.

An overstatement? Maybe.
A real possibility? UnfortunatelY, Y€s.
During the past decade, a growing awareness
developed that something was wrong with the CIAM
formula for a brave new world. Persons like Peter
Blake and Jack Robertson, who were at one time
devotees of the "International Movement," took a
hard look at American urban settings such as Park
Avenue in New York and proclaimed the death of
Modern Architecture.

While the statement could be challenged as an overkill in itself, the fact is that prominent architects and
urbanists have begun to realize that there must be
other alternatives, approaches which will return the
townscape and the streetscape to the people, and
whereby complexity - maybe even a bit of contradicwill exist. In other words, obtainment of a
tion
truly-humane environment.

It should be noted that the United States is not the

only nation which followed an approach leading to a
sanitary sameness and loss of human scale in its
urban settings. Such Western European countries as
The Netherlands followed suit.
Whereas the Dutch have a long history of urban and

architectural variation, they rejected their heritage
during the middle of this century. A trip through the
collection of cities in what is called the "Randstat,"
the cities of Amersfoot, Utrecht, Amsterdam,
Haarlem, Leiden, The Hague, Delft, Rotterdam and
Dordecht shows that each city has its own distinctive
character. Yet, these cities are all within one hundred
or so miles of one another. On the other hand, Dutch
town developments of the past thirty years are
monotonous and lack a humane character. Curiously
enough, the greatly varied cities were created during
periods of less prosperity than the country has
recently experienced. Also, interestingly enough, the
Dutch too have become dissatisfied and are seeking
alternatives.
Thus, the present interest in design and planning
options. But, what are they? What is likely to occur?
Certainly, one of the possibilities is the emergence of
a new type of regionalism. I suggest that this new
form of regionalism can take a number of different
paths.
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As with so many things in life, a regional movement
can either be a positive force which acts to improve
the quality of our environment by providing
meaningful variety and complexity in an innovative
manner, or it can be a negative force which adds to
our visual decadence by promoting the mere copying
of past motifs and ornamentations or using historic
or rather pseudo-historic
styles or parts of styles not indigenous to an area.
The sudden renewed interest in our older buildings is
certainly a positive indication that we are in a period
when it is not assumed that rve should always tear
down and start afresh. This situation will likely
remain with us for the foreseeable future. The
retention of our pertinent physical manifestations of
our cultural heritage through preservation, restoration
and other building recycling endeavors are a welcome
relief from the bulldozer and steel ball approach.
These efforts should be encouraged. However, it must
not be limited to tourist centers, conversion of vacated
churches to art centers and saving Victorian houses
for the middle class. These are worthy efforts, but
environmental recycling must include community and
housing rehabilitation work such as Denise Scott
Brown's proposal for the Philadelphia Crosstown
Community in 1968. This project and the work being
done in Baltimore to provide truly low cost housing
and viable communities for the poor in center city
areas by developing programs of rehabilitating the
istics ard reAbove: A genuinely regional sPonds with
contemqorary
approach unthought, values,
derstands historical qualities needs and
and character- technologY.

nineteenth and early twentieth century town houses
are excellent examples of attempting to meet people's
specific needs and values while working to retain a
district's distinctive characteristics.
There can be little question that all of these efforts
will help to make architects and the public more
sensitive to and skilled at identifyrng the indigenous
and fundamental qualities of a region. Equally
important, it will assist architects to become more
knowledgeable about how to relate new buildings with
the old.
However, we must not become overly enthusiastic
about the prospects. In spite of all the interest and
ballyhoo, we still see major buildings being threatened (such as the projected demise of the Cincinnati
Railroad Station) and we still see sometimes questionable work (such as renovation of Washington's Union
Station).

Another equally disturbing occurrence is the
apparently over-zealous efforts by some preservationist groups to have almost every old building declared
a historic monument whether or not it is of truly
cultural or architectural significance. The idea that old
buildines are significant and should be saved just
because they are old is no more valid than the idea
that new buildings are inherently superior just
because they are new.
Over: Citizen involvement can

produce envi'

ronments which

respond to
each community's distinctive
qualities.
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The third, and in many ways most alarming, aspect
is what I perceive to be a real possibility: that
designing new buildings with traditional facades will
once again gain acceptance. In other words, a return
by a substantial number of architects to the Beaux
Arts. We already have cases of architects applying
colonial decorative facades to new buildings which
are adjacent to restored buildings rather than
attempting to relate contemporary thought to truly
historic precedents. Clearly, the profession is in one of
those watershed periods where it will either become a
"camp follower" or a leader. I believe architects must
not relinquish their leadership role made possible by
their expertise and knowledge, but rather must stand
firm against such travesties. Otherwise, we are in
danger of losing whatever influence we have left.
Certainly any substantial endeavors to retain a
cultural heritage by an exterior decorating approach
simply mean architecture, regional or not, has little, if
atrV, future.

Then, what is the future of regionalism, if there is
one? And I do believe there is. I suggest its future
does not lie in bold, broad brush strokes or in simple
answers, but rather in more intricate directions and
that its bases must be along a combination of the
following lines.

I contend that there are three aspects to the future of
regiondlism in architecture and urban developments.
These are as follows:
1. Relating any new buildings or building complexes
to a district's or region's unique spatial and visual
ordering systems.

2. Involving users in the design and planning processes in order to understand the unique cultural
values and needs of the inhabitants.
3. Responding to the issues of energy and ecology
pertinent to each region.

Certainly, these factors must be used jointly and the
hierarchy of importance of the three will vary from
district to district
from building to building.
- eventhat
Nevertheless, I suggest
it does represent a viable
alternative for regionalism's future.

essential qualities and characteristics, and then
responding with contemporary thought, values, needs
and technology to the unique and essential ordering
principles used in the region or city's past land-use
developments, circulation patterns, spatial organization, material useage, scale and facade treatment.

Of course, the architectural and planning professions
must take the lead in developing an understanding
among the public. The public must be shown the
intellectual and spiritual bankruptcy of using
classical forms and formulae and at the same time be
Clearly the first aspect, responding to an area's or
how we can use our knowledge and technology
city's existing precedents, is quite obvious and is not a shown
to
integrate
our heritage with our new life styles. By
new idea. Unfortunately, it is a concept which has
so doing, we can show that there is an alternative
been forgotten or ignored more often th..t not. A case
in point is Charleston with its fine old urban fabric of which will provide a responsive and humane milieu.
town houses ("town" in the true sense and not just
The obvious question arises: If we have not yet
another word for row houses), small shops and offices, developed the ability or sensitivity to integrate
as well as other fine architectural and urban features. contemporary architecture with our environmental
Unfortunately, the metropolitan development which
precedents, why should I believe it has any future?
surrounds the old town is something quite different.
My hopes rest upon several premises. First, I believe
In fact, I defy anyone to differentiate it from any
"modern architectural movement" has matured to
the
other urban development. Thus, when we think about
the point where it no longer has to reject the past in
Charleston, we think about the old city and not its
order to establish its own ordering principles and
entire urban setting.
legitimacy. Thus, architects may become quite knowlIt is essential that any genuine regional approach
edgeable about historic principles and relate their new
must first comprehensively and critically examine an buildings to the traditional ones without fearing that
area's inventory of buildings, open spaces and landthey will be seduced by the past. Secondly, the
use circulation patterns. This does not mean a
general public, financial institutions and governments
copying of old facades, but rather understanding the
are becoming more sensitive to the need for relating
30
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to significant antecedents. The establishment of
favorable laws, ordinances and money lending
policies will be
are
- extremely
- in fact, already
future.
regionalism's
influential in determining
However, understanding and relating to design and
planning principles which formed the bases of our
environmental heritage is not enough to insure that
regionalism will have any future prominence. Therefore, this leads me to my second element in
regionalism's future, the inclusion of user participation in the design and planning process.
I believe that user involvement in the design and
planning processes not only will produce buildings
and communities which are more responsive to
human needs than otherwise possible, but it will
produce a more visually varied environment and
with it bring forth a new kind of regionalism'

Of course, this assumes that there are and that we
will continue to have cultural distinctions between
regions in the United States. It is certainly true that
during the past 30 years a significant reduction in
major sectional differences has occurred. There is no
question that in spite of television's influence, major
cultural differences and differences in attitudes
between regions remain.

while it is more likely that the future influences will
be similar to the past 30 years, it is quite possible
television may become a vehicle for promoting
JanuaryzFebruary 1978

regional distinctiveness. It must be remembered that
the prevalent attitude among our national,
governmental and business leaders has been for all
Americans to become more alike, especially in regard
to social and educational issues. The assumption was
that ethnic distinctions should be eliminated in favor
of common attitudes, behavior and needs. However,
there is evidence that this rather naive and simplistic
approach is being seriously questioned. In fact, in a
number of cases, we see ethnic heritages increasing in
value. Cities throughout the land are establishing
"ethnic festivals." F or example, during the summer
Baltimore's city government promotes PolishAmerican, Afoo-American, and other types of Sunday
fairs in the city center. Certainly, Alex Haley's book
"Roots" and the ensuing television series increased
the interest of people, black and white, in their
cultural heritages. If this phenomenon continues, we
are quite likelv to see a retention of various cuitural
qualities. Instead of promoting an American "melting
pot" we may see value placed on an American
"bouillabaisse."
Also, recently there has developed a renewed interest
in retaining distinctive neighborhood characteristics.
Whereas at the end of World War II, our cities
experienced rapid migration of their young adults
from ethnic neighborhoods to monolithic suburban
subdivisions, today we see increasing interests by
families in their various city districts. In fact, this
movement has caused a number of thoughtful persons

to become alarmed that interest in and retention of
ethnic and regional differences may negate the gains
made in human rights. While this is certainly
possible, I believe it is more likely that the revived
interest will be of a positive and additive nature,
whereby complexity is provided, rather than an
attempt to return our society to a simple sameness.
Being proud of one's heritage does not make one hate
another. In fact, enlightened pride may actually help
to promote a mutual respect.
Thus, I believe the reawakened interest in our
heritage will strengthen the movement towards a new
regional architecture and urban settlements.

A second factor which has reduced regionalism in this
country is the migration of people from one section to
another, as many families have been relocating
almost every five years because of job opportunities.
In addition, intensive vacation travel has added to
the blurring of regional differences. While this
mobility is likely to continue, it is just as likely that
regional differences will continue. Studies by persons
such as Professor Alex Inkeles of Stanford University
have demonstrated that after 200 years of incredible
changes in this nation's technology, social structure
and physical environment, there still remain a
substantial number of common traits and values held
by our society. Likewise, it is just as likely that a
number of the significant and distinctive regional
cultural values and characteristics will remain and
continue, though the difference will not be so well
defined.

This being the case, then work by Edward Hall,
Robert Sommer and others clearly shows that cultural
values and needs play an influential role in how we
organize our exterior and interior spaces.
Therefore, user participation in the planning and
design process should be viewed by the professionals
as an excellent opportunity to become truly
innovative. Much of the trouble experienced by
architects and planners with community participation
has been caused by the inhabitants' feelings, which
too often have been justified, that the professional is
just trying to impose his or her prejudices or biases.
However, by addressing the problem of creating
indigenous solutions to unique situations, we can turn
the negative and often obstructive occurrences into
positive and constructive events. Thus, by
understanding the community's or user's unique
values and needs, we can produce a built environment
which responds to each community's distinctive
qualities. And in so doing, we help create a form of
architectural regionalism.
The third and equally important aspect of architectural regionalism's future relates to the integration of
energy and ecological phenomena into the design
process. While energy and ecology often are
considered the antithesis of each other, they are, in
fact, tightly interwoven. It is our society's affinity for

placing things into neat and separate compartments
ittat has made us view energy and ecology as
opposites.

During this century, we have developed without regard
for either. We have assumed that we live in a world
of infinite resources and fossil fuels and that we can
ignore environmental balance. This has been an
economical approach in the short run; but eventually, which is not far-off, we will pay an exceedingly
high price for our past sins. The approach of assuming we live in a universe of unlimited material, land
and energy, while in fact we live in a quite finite
world, is now causing us major ecological and
economic problems.

Thus, we must correlate building form and organization - as well as urban development - with climatic
in order to obtain energy efficiency and
conditions
alternative energy means. At the same time, we must
relate our buildings to the other aspects of the natural
environment. This means we must consider ourselves
as part of the universe rather than a superior partner
in it.
The work and writings by persons such as Ian
McHarg clearly demonstrate the long-range efficiercy,
as well as effectiveness, of working with natural
processes. Equally important, the processes will
produce complex and varied built environments which
will vary fronl region to region.

As Ralph Knowles's studies show, even within the
restrictive area of southern Colorado and New
Mexico, the old Indian settlements show distinctive
differences. The "Longhouse" at Mesa Verde, with its
irregular plan, is quite distinctive from that of Acoma
Pueblo, while the curved plan of Pueblo ponito is
different from the other two. Yet in each case a
primary concern was the desire to relate the building
and street designs to the prevailing sun and wind
conditions. These sharply contrasfwittr the sameness
of American suburban developments, both in land use
patterns and building design. Whereas the Indian
developments provide variety while responding to
ecological and long-range economical concerns, our
subdivisions present a visual monotony and cause high
fuel consumption. On top of this, we face continued
capital investment because of our willingness to
ignore items such as excessive water runoff.
Thus, we must reconsider our traditional commitment
to produce cheaply, maintain expensively and have a
continued rapid turnover.

This does not mean a rejection of our continuing
developing technology. On the contrary. But it means
establishing pgrposes and goals first, then choosing
the means to obtain them. Otherwise, we become
trapped, as the economist Keynes noted. Man's
freedom
p-ower to choose ends would be destroyed
-and
because he values means above ends.
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Building form and organization must therefore
correlate with climatic forces. In so doing, we shall
deal positively and integrally with the isiues of
energy, ecology and economy.
Consequently, by working with the inherent
variations in the physical phenomena, we shall
establish regionalism future. Certainly some of the
physical factors are generally common to all sectors
of this country
for example the sun's orientation.
- this
However, even in
case some variations do occur:
and the combination of other influences which do
greatly vary, such as rain intensity, temperature
range and intensity, wind directions and intensity
and topography will cause responsive built environments to differ between regions.

I contend, therefore, that the future of regionalism lies
in architects integrating an area's unique historic
characteristics, involvement of the citizenry in the

design and planning processes and the area's
fundamental physical ecological phenomena. We must
Building form
must respond
to climatic conditions to ob-

tain energy eficiency and al-

f

ternative energy
means.

truly seek out and understand those unique physical
and spiritual qualities of each setting, diitrict ina
city so that the various qualities and characteristics
are strengthened within the context of present needs
and values. In so doing, each city will have its own
distinctive attributes.
Hence, cities of the twenty first century can be an
integration of the past, present and future. Certainly,
the past is not a prologue to the future; but it can be
used to produce complex, interesting places to live.
A challenge? Yes.

A real possibility for creation, unique community and
new regionalism? Definitely, yes.
Assuming that our society will continue to value
education and that education's first purpose is the
production of wisdom and not just more information,
the prospects for a newly emerging type of regionalism are excellent. I
Charfes C. Hight is Dean of the College of Architecture at
UNC-Charlotte. Portions of this article are based on his work
in environmental design and planning as a senior Fulbright
research fellow in The Netherlands in 1974.
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The North Carolina
Symphony. The Southeast's
only state symphony. The only
major symphonic orchestra
between Washington and

Atlanta.
All across the state, we
bring Beethoven back to life.
As well as Bach, Brahms,
Mozart, Wagner, Schubert,
Mahler. and a flock of other
great composers.
And we perform sprightly,
interesting works"from the

world's great contemporary
composers.

'

we'll admit your friend free
with your paid single concert
admission ticket.
If you are already n North
Carolina Symphony season
ticket holder, this is a great
opportunity for you to introduce
two friends to the Symphony,
for the price of one admission.
The North Carolina

Naturally, you're invited.
And to spur your interest, we're
inviting you to bring a friend at our expense.
Send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to the North
Carolina Symphony, P.O. Box
29026,Raleigh, N.C. 27611, and
we'll send you a ticket. Bring the Symphony.
Where an evening can
ticket to any regular (non-benefit)
mean a rebirth of your interest
concert of the Symphony and
in great music.

THE NORTH CAROLINA SYMPHONY
Concertsschedu]edinAsheboro,Asheville'BearCreek'BrysonCity,BtesCreek.
Greensb,oro, Hayesville, I'Ienderson. Hickory,

Mocksville,lv{ontgomerCo.,MoreheatlCity.Murfreestxlro,NewBern'Raeford.Raleigh,RoantlkeRapids'R
Whiteville, Wilkestxrro, Wilrnington, Wilson, Winston-Sa.lem. No other symphony in the worlrl can make that statement.
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An early modernist
building succumbs
to North Carolina's
mountain climate.

The Highlands Biological

Station always was
something of a diamond in
the rough.

In the early days, professors
and students who worked
there had to approach the
building by foot, carrying all
their equipment over a path
that led across the Lake
Ravenel dam and through a
dense forest of mountain
laurel, rhododendron and
other native foliage of the
Southern Appalachian mountains. In that forest stood the
building, a wooden structure
of clean geometry, a chunky,
cubic T painted pale lemon

yellow with mahogany red

By Ernest Wood

their photograph of the building, they wrote: "Painted
match-boarding admirably
used on wood construction.

Pipe support is incongruous
and appears too frail." It

seemed significant, however,
that they had chosen to

feature this building at all.
The text refers to the laboratory several times to illustrate the authors' points,
particularly about the use of
wood. But it was a tiny structure and it was relatively
inaccessible back in the
North Carolina mountains.
In the intervening years, it
has received little subsequent

trim.

attention.

Meanwhile, the architectural
community was coming upon
the building unexpectedly,

In the intervening years,
however, the building and its
site have changed. As might

too. Henry-Russell Hitchcock
and Philip Johnson had
chosen this building, designed by McKendree Tucker
and Albert Howell of
Atlanta, Ga. with Oscar
Stonorov of Philadelphia, Pa.

be expected, the foliage has
grown. A road has been cut
into the site and access is no

as consultant, as one of only

six American examples to
illustrate their 1932 book The
International Style. Their
review was mixed. Under
January/February 1978

longer possible from the
original foot-path. A reflecting pool beside the building
has been filled in to provide
space for a parking lot. Lake
Ravenel is now called Lake
Lindenwood. But the great
change is to the building

itself.

In

1958, the Highlands

Biological Station was
altered beyond recognition.

Instead of flat, smooth,
painted vertical boarding,
the exterior is now covered

with gray asbestos shingles.
The roof is now pitched
instead of flat. The building
has been jacked up and
placed on a cinder block
foundation. Another entrance
was added, as were washrooms. The interior walls.
once unfinished, are covered
with the wallboard forerunner of sheetrock. And
instead of a laboratory, the
building now houses a
kitchen and a dining hall.
Instead of being an early
testament to the International Style, a movement
which declared the superiority of geometry and an
aesthetic derived from machinery and factory produced
goods, the building resembles

an army barracks.

It could

be an army barracks any-

where. Only in that way is it
"international" now.

What went wrong?

Above Left:
Highlands Bio-

logical Station:
Its flat roof was
an aesthetic
success bul a
f unctional failu

re.

Top: The original laboratory
entrance.

Above: The entrance today,
with the corner
post originally
deemed "too
f

rail."

Right: A long
row of windows

originally il-

luminated laboratory space.
Below: fhe

y:rlo* *u"
The problem, in a word, was
climate. Warm air traveling
north from the Gulf of
Mexico rises high over the
Southern Appalachians and
dumps most of its moisture
on this tiny resort town.
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Highlands receives more

G

rainfall than any other part

u)

of the country outside the

Pacific Northwest

- it. The

120 inches a year of

sills of the building, which
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stood on locust-wood posts,
rotted. The flat roof, which
was de rigeur for the International Style and which
Hitchcock and Johnson
called "so much more useful
that slanting or rounded
roofs are only exceptionally

E
O)

i

justified," had two major
problems. In the winter,
snow piled so high on it that
men had to climb up and
shovel it off. The rest of the

year, it leaked. It was
replaced several times; but
each flat roof leaked. Finally,
in 1958, the pitched roof was
added and the other changes
were made. At the same time,
new laboratory buildings
were built nearby (also in
barracks design) and the
original lab was turned into
a dining hall.

"It's just a pity," says Dr.
Ralph M. Sargent, a retired
Haverford College English
professor who was for years
president of the corporation
which ran the laboratory
(The University of North
Carolina took over operation

=U)

-

c)
I,JJ

in

1976).

"It

was a handsome

building and everybody liked
it. But its function was
changed, and the rigors of
the climate ..."

Dr. Thelma Howell, retired
director of the laboratory
recalls that the building
leaked as early as 1938 when
she first began working there
as a botanist. "It never
should have been a flat

only in the summer in the
early years (the station
functions all year now) and
they lived in town. Each had
a cubicle on the lab's long
row of windows for independent study.

roof," she says.

According to Dr. Sargent,
But Dr. Howell recalls that
who recently completed a
history of the station,
the building originally functioned well as a lab. Students Biology in the Blue Ridge,50
and professors worked there
Years of the Highlands

Professiona I D i rectory
Soil Systems, Inc.

P.O. BOX IOOAS RALE|GH,N.C. 27605

919 .747 . 935()

Foundation,
Materials Testing;
Site Analysis
6040 Old Pineville Road
Charlotte, N. C.28210
704/527-0291

Law Engineering
Geotechnical and
Materials Engineers
P. O. Box 18288
Raleigh, N. C.27609
919/876-0416
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The laboratory

was converted
into a kitchen

and dining hall

in

1958.

and the only electric lights
were goose-neck lamps for
each work cubicle. Furnishings were bentwood chairs

and four split chestnut log
benches about five feet long

(two of which now stand
beside the door at the Highlands Museum of Natural

Biological Station, I 927 I gZ 7
(Highlands Biological Foundation, Highlands, N. C.
$5.50), the building was
begun in early June 1931 and
completed the next month at
a cost of $2,868. He writes:
"It offered a series of some
dozen working cubicles with
full glass windows facing
north toward the lake; in
addition, there was a drying
-

room and a photographic
dark room; all were centered
on an assembly hall."

Original plans show the
building to be 63 feet long on
the longest, windowed side.
In contrast to the smooth
exterior, the original interior
was unpainted wood with
exposed structure. There were
no toilets; there was no heat:

History nearby).
Tlaces of the original building today are scarce. The
name is the same
Weyman
- mounted
Building but it is
- in small metal
on the wall
letters. The flat roof (of
gravel and tar composition)
and about two feet of the
original walls can be seen in
the attic. But, ironically, the
most obvious remaining
detail of the building is the
corner post
now painted
- Hitchcock
white
that
and
Johnson called "too frail."

Whether the fate of this
building is a condemnation
of the International Style is
open for debate. So is the
question of whether the flat
roof was totally inappropriate. Officials of the labora-

tory concede that with more
modern materials it might
have been saved.

But as one architectural
historian said when told
about the changes in the
building, "It sort of makes
you think you should look
around at the buildings in
the area and ask if they're
the way they are for a
reason, doesn't it?" a

Ernest Wood is editor of this
magazine.
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Conservation
ls "The Valley

of H u m il ity"

By Bruce MacDougal

wo rth

savi ng ?

North Carolina today is in a
period of unparalleled growth
and prosperity. The Sunbelt
mania, the reality of an area
with non-union labor. and
the lighting up of the golden
leaf by countless individuals
across the globe, coupled
with the sheer physical
beauty and diversity of the
Old North State. make it one
of the most attractive places
in the nation to live and

century houses, but embell-

ished with airy two-tiered
porches across the front,
such as on the Barker House
in Edenton. The influence is

said to be West Indian, but
is also a logical climatic
variation.

In Bertie. Halifax and

Warren counties, there is a
school of Federal style
plantation architecture, always expressed in wood, that
is as delicate and refined as
one can find anywhere. The

work.

Like most of the urbanizing
Southeast, North Carolina is
representative of a large
share of the best of the
material culture of the
twentieth century. Unlike the
Northeast, which peaked in
the late 1800's. North
Carolina has seen its
greatest amount of building
in the present half-century.
And it is not over yet.

proximity of this plantation
culture to Virginia is
apparent, but it is its
insularity, which is reflected
in its characteristic ornamentation, that makes it unique.

Lett: Chowan
County Courthouse, Eden-

ton.

chateauesque flamboyance of
Biltmore. A select number of
truly great buildings exists,

North Carolina has not
always enjoyed this level of
prosperity. It is this lack of
great wealth that has been a representative of their styles
and periods and retaining
major influence on the archi- much of their original
tecture of North Carolina. It
integrity and environmental
is new money which creates
settings.
the desire in individuals to
impress others - to show off. But to judge an area's overall
One means of expressing this architectural quality solely
new-found ascendency is
by landmarks is highly
through buildings - the
unfair. Landmarks are the
biggest, the finest, or the
exception rather than the
most costly. On a compararule.
tive basis, this non-urban
state, comprised mainly of
small farms, never attained
level of affluence, either
sustained or sporadic, to
produce a quantity of
architectural landmarks
similar to other Eastern

a

states.

To say that North Carolina
does not now exhibit some of
the best historic architecture
is to lie, however. All major
periods of American architectural development are represented, from the elegant
simplicity of the Georgian
style Chowan CountY Courthouse to the robber baron
January/FebruarY 1978
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One way in which North
Carolina is particularly rich
is in its regional and local
variations which reflect such
factors as climate, outside
influences, ethnic variation s
and the whim of local
builders. Regional variations
within the state abound and
stylistic influences vary from
area to area, but the
combinations of elements are
unique.

In coastal counties, Particularly Chowan and Carteret,
there are the somewhat
standard late eighteenth
century and earlY nineteenth

Below: Barker
House, Edenton.

In the Winston-Salem area,

a

well-known architectural
style-shaping infl uence is
that of the Moravians. An
old-world simplicity marks
these sturdy structures, but
the use of characteristically
red piedmont brick makes

them distinctive.
For a state which never had
been known for its larger
cities, North Carolina has
had more than its share of
urban conservation prob-

Left: Slng/e

lems. Any loss of ambiance in
a North Carolina city is felt
more severely than elsewhere

Brothers
House, O/d Sa-

lem, WinstonSalem.

because North Carolina is
less urbanized than other

states. In spite of this, much
has disappeared in the name
of progless. In fact, many
cities are barely recognizable
today compared to the way

they were twenty-five years
ago. Raleigh, for example,
was described as a sleepy
Southern town in the 1940's.
Then it actually did have
much of its nineteenth
century flavor and charm.
Now it does not even retain
its original, carefully laid out
and logical street pattern
with broad boulevards ap-

proaching the Capitol building from the four points of
the compass.
Across the state, pressures
for urban change have been
great. Fortunately, one by
one, local activist groups
have evolved in the major
cities and are now looking
out for preservation interests.
The idea of these groups is
not just to keep buildings
from coming down needlessly, but to take an active part
in planning to insure that
the quality of life in urban
centers is enhanced for all
people.

The methods used in North

Below: Hope
Plantation,
Windsor.

One tool, the designation of

local individual properties
and districts, has been
particularly well utilized. The
number of designated historic districts subject to design
review has increased dramatically in recent years.
Conservation of rural archi-

tectural fabric has been
decidedly more difficult in

North Carolina than in
many other areas, often
because of isolation. With the
exception of the few buildings near rural watering
spots for the wealthy and
those close to large cities,
many former farm and
plantation houses and outbuildings lie abandoned or
underutilized. The land on
which they rest is considered
to be of more value for
farming than the outmoded,
unfashionable buildings that
were once essential. A brick
ranch house or a trailer is
thought to be more suitable
for modern farm families.
Numerous buildings (in fact,
some of the state's finest),
most unaltered through time
and most architecturally

Carolina for urban conservarepresentative, are thus
tion do not differ from those
destined to benign neglect.
used elsewhere. They include
use of loan, grant, and block
Some of the most historically
grant funds through the
significant rural properties,
Department of Housing and
such as Hope Plantation in
Urban Development and the
Bertie County, have, with
painstaking effort, been
Department of the Interior,
and the implementation of
restored and furnished for
other federal programs which interpretive purposes. With
address community resource
assistance from the state and
planning. On the local level,
federal levels, a few score of
revolving funds and private
these properties have thus
sector and municipal rehabil- been saved. But certainly
itation programs have been
"museumification" is not the
found to be effective as well.
solution for the vast majority.
40
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In a state as large and
diverse as North Carolina, it
has been important that one
body takes the lead when

it

comes to the management of
the state's historic resources.

In North Carolina, the

Division of Archives and
History has through the

years been a leader in

historic preservation, as well
as being one of the nation's
largest and most comprehensive historic resources management programs.
On the private level, the
somewhat recently regenerated Historic Preservation
Society is beginning to make
its mark.

North Carolina has often
been referred to as "the
valley of humility between

two mountains of conceit."
When only early landmark
buildings are considered,

that may well be true.
However, if vernacular
architecture and in particular
regional and local variations
are taken into account, it
becomes apparent that the
state's historic resources are
unique and no less worthy of
preservation for future
generations than those of
other states. Besides, humility is hardly the best word to
describe North Carolinians'
feelings toward their heritage. A justified sense of
pride pervades.

I

Bruce MacDoug al, forme r
deputy state historic preservation off icer for North Carotina,
is an architectural historian
for the National Register of
Historic Places, Washi ngton D. C.
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People
The new NCA|A
president wants
architects to take
more activist role
in their
communities.

By Ernest Wood

a

Twenty-seven years ago, as a

student about to graduate
from the School of Design at
N. C. State University,
Tommy Hayes received a
piece of advice that would
affect his entire professional
career. Other classmates,
starry-eyed young architects
seeking glamour, were leav-

ing the state to work in New
York, Boston and other
metropolitan areas. But
Hayes remembers what
Matthew Nowicki, his professor, said. "He said, 'Stay
here. The future is here."'
Hayes recalls today. "He
said, 'Stay here and design
buildings that are suited to
your people, suited to your
climate."'
So he did. Thomas Thurman

Hayes, Jr., a native of
Sanford who had received a
degree from NCSU in

architectural engineering in
1949 and who then, after
meeting Nowicki, had returned to the School of
Design to study for the architectural degree he received in
1951, eventually established

his own office in Southern

Pines.

That office, today known as
Hayes-Howell Associates,

now has 11 registered
architects and an equal
number of engineers, interior
designers and other allied
professionals on its staff.
Over the years, the firm has
won an even dozen design
awards. Hayes himself was
elected a Fellow of the

B
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admits that seeing it through
can be difficult. "Here," he
says, "it's one of the most
difficult places to do really
exciting architecture. We
have the winter to contend
with. We have the summer.
We have insects

... And we

have the tradition. Now. to
develop a contemporary
architecture that respects
this tradition is the challenge." Hayes has met with
some success. When he was
elected an AIA Fellow, he
was commended for "his

architecture. This time. a
response to a region becomes
more than form, more than
aesthetics and history, more
than keeping the hot summer
sun out of a building. It is
the individual architect's
involvement in the life of the
region. As president of the
North Carolina Chapter, he
will have as one of his
official goals to encourage
that involvement.

"What I want to do," says
Hayes, "is take a direction
efforts to maintain excellence and plant the seed. I think
American Institute of Archi- in contemporary design in
the biggest problem is in
tects in 1966.
education and communicasmall projects as well as
large ones and to educate the tion between the architect
And in 1978, Thomas T.
public in his small, conserva- and the public as to what the
Hayes, FAIA, will serve the
architect's contribution can
tive, traditional-m inded
North Carolina Chapter AIA, Southern community to the
and should be to the
environment. Somehow, he
as its president.
beauty and utility of the
has to say to the people that
contemporary approach."
these are the things he has
Tommy Hayes still has that
But Hayes sees another
to offer and that people need
concern to design for North
challenge in the profession of to make their lives better."
Carolina - though he
January/February 1978

Thomas T.
Hayes, Jr.,

FAtA, 1978
president of the
North Carolina
Chapter, AlA,

outside his office in Southern
Pines.

even know it, but
your life."

The architect, maintains
Hayes, has a special role in
any community: "He is the

"In this

only one trained to understand and coordinate the
shaping of the total environment." Architecture, he
notes, is both art and
engineering. And it is
knowing about other professions. "You do a doctors'
building, you know some-

tJ:;;;;;*^'-

at

704-333-6486. \ e,

wicki on the construction
documents for the Dorton
Arena on the N. C. State

O

LUMBER

.

6" x 24" x 1/2" Butt
6" x 30" x 5/8" Butt
O

So whether the project is

large or small
or even if
the question is -a public issue
or matter of policy or attitude
wants architects to
-be Hayes
more involved. The
profession will be better off

-and the bad."
to improve

"I'd like to see architecture

for the experience. And so
will the public. "Anything in
the hands of an artist will
turn out better for having
been there, will it not?" he
asks. "Or in the hands of
people who care?"

a

supported as much for the
sake of beauty as anything
else. You know, everybody is
affected by architecture. If a
door sticks, you're affected. If
you get up in the morning
and the sun is coming

through the window into
your eyes, you're affected.
But if it's beautiful, you don't

SAWN SHINGLES
6" x '18" x 3/8" Butt

people," he says. "But," he
adds, recalling their reaction'
to Nowicki, "they could get
excited about seeing a true
artist at work. They didn't
have to know anything about
architecture."

expertise.

publicize it. Give credit where

TIDEWATER RED CYPRESS JUNIPER (WHITE CEDAR)
YELLOW CYPRESS
PECKY CYPRESS

Fairgrounds, he used to see
Gov. Kerr Scott and Fair
Manager J. S. Dorton come
to the office to talk about the
progress of the building.
"These were agriculture
people, they were not art

any community issue to
which they can lend their

credit is due and say why it's
good
what can be done
From Our Century Old Lumber Mill and Shingle Machine
Give You That Authentic Look ln:

case, the architect

It can be done. Hayes
remembers that as a young
architect working with No-

Yet Hayes is afraid that
architects have not been
aggressive enough in their
communities, have not given
their communities the total
benefit of their talents and
have neither taken advantage of their own special
knowledge nor let others
know they have it. He
suggests that architects
should begin to take stands
on conservation of natural
resources, take stands on
rural housing, take stands on

As for design, Hayes says;
"Take a position and

EXPOSED WOODS

shapes

has got to be absolutely
responsive to the public and
lead them . .."

thing about medicine," he
says. "You do an industrial
building, you know something about industry."

Southeastern Scale Models,
duce a package model for you and save
you the cost of non-productive time. Our
experience in rnaking Architectural and
Engineering models guarantees a first-class
product \A/e are located at ,Zl\
\
2179 Hawkins Street in Char t)l
lotte, NC and can be reached (-l CQ

it

Ernest Wood is editor of this

magazine.

SPECIAL PLANER MILL PRODUCTS

Ship Lap
Clap Board
Tongue & Groove
Rough 1 side and Others
Quotations and Samp/es Supplied on Request

NICK'S LUMBER COMPANY

Phone:(919)728-3422 P. O. BOX
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Original Paintihgs, Graphics,
Pottery and Grafts by leading
Artists and Craftsmen.
Framing.

HARKERS ISLAND, N. C.28531

NICK F. SMITH (Owner)
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chartpak rransfer Lettering is available in over 200 styres.
All styles are available in Velvet Touch, designed for easy
transfer and resistance to cracking. one hundred styles
are available in Heat Resistant Transfer Lettering, the
most heat resistant dry transfer available.

FREE STORAGE CABINET
WITH A PURCHASE OF 35 SHEETS
OF CHARTPAK TRANSFER LETTERING.

DUNCAN-PARNELL,
INC.
9OO S.

4OO GLEN\NOOD AVE.
PHONE 919tA33 -4677
POST OFFICE BOX 125'41
RALEIGH, N. C. 27e,C,5

January/February
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McDO\A/ELL ST

PHONE 704/334 - 9761
POST OFFICE BOX 42Eg

CHAtrLOTTE, N. C. 2a,2O4

acoustl cs
incorp orate d
BUILDING SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS
ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS.
MOVABLE & DEMOUNTABLE PARTITION SYSTEMS.
RAISED ACCESS FLOORS & ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL PRODUCTS FOR COMPUTER ROOMS.
FENWAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION SUPPRESSION
SYSTEMS.

OTHER BUILDING SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.

3324 PELTON STREET
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28203
TELE PH O N E 7 04-523-431 6

News
The Wake Forest University
Fine Arts Center, WinstonSalem, by Caudill Rowlett
Scott, architects, of Houston,
Texas in association with
Newman / C allow aylJohnson
/Y an Etten/Winfree of Winston-Salem recently received

a First Honor Award in the
Texas Society of Architects'
1977 design competition. The
competition presented three
First Honor Awards (including the Wake Forest project),
five Honor Awards and eight

Awards of Merit.
I

I
LAW ENGINEERIl{G ! consuttins
TESTING COMPANYI engineers

Geotechnical engi neering I
Gonstruction materials engineeringl Commercial/l ndustrial
and servicesl Developments
Environmental sciences!
CharlotteT04-523-2022 Greensboro919-294-4221
Raleigh

919-876-0416

Greenville 919-758-6770

The Historic Preservation
Society of North Carolina has
presented 12 awards of merit
to groups and individuals in

recognition of their preservation work. Those receiving

awards were:
The Buncombe County Commissioners, Asheville, for the
restoration and preservation
of the Buncombe County
courthouse.

The Burke Arts Council,

Morganton, for the preservation and restoration of the
old jail
- used as an art

gallery.
Dennis Cudd and Calvin
Hefner, Charlotte, for the
preservation and restoration
of the Overcarsh House.
The Gaston County Art and
History Museum, Dallas, for
preserving and using adapt-

ively the old depot for an art
gallery and for the preservation of the county courthouse.

Douglas C. Mclver, WinstonSalem, for his craftsmanship
as a blacksmith.
The Historic Preservation
Society of Durham for the

establishment of the first
solely commercial historic
district in the state and for
the Stagville Preservation
Center.

Mrs. Bailey P. Williamson,

Raleigh, for her individual
leadership in the preservation movement in the City of
Raleigh.
Warrenton Woman's Club,
Warrenton, for the preservation and conversion of the
old train depot into a civic
center.

CANT STRIP MFG. OF NORTH CAROLINA
MANUFACTURER OF CANT STRIP AND TAPERED EDGE STRIPS
P. O. BOX 1393
PINEHURST. NORTH CAROLINA 28374
PHONE (919) 944-7667

Johns Manville's Perlite Tapered Panel Roof Systems
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Slope & Size of Panels.
Slope
1/a" per Ft. A Panel 1/2" to 3/q"
B Panel 3/q" to 1"
C Panel 1" lo 11/q"
D Panel 11/+" lo 11/2"
1/r" pQ( Fl. A Panel 1/2" lo 1"
B Panel 1" lo 11/2"
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ROOFING CONTRACTOR
IN MULTIPLES OF 1"

Thls is why you should use oul Tapered Roof System
You do not have to build the slope of roof into the structureoJ the building which saves money. The perlite is
a class 1-A roof for fire protection. lf you specify our products on youriobs, we will be happy to give any assistance we can. We also make crickefs to put on flat or sloped roots.

The Historic and Scenic Sites
Commission, Fayetteville, for
the preservation of the
Belden-Horne House.
The Historic Preservation
Society of Scotland County
and The Scotland County
Historic Properties Commission, Laurinburg, for the
preservation of the John
Blue House, the Edwin Gill
House, and the Joseph E.
HawleyStewart Malloy House.
Harbor Associates, Inc., Wilmington, for the preservation
of a block of commercial structures and converting them to
active commercial use.
Mrs. Carolista Baum, Chapel
Hill and Nags Head, for her
preservation efforts in saving
Jockey's Ridge and the
Chicamacomico Lifesaving

Station in Rodanthe.

The Renwick Gallery in
Washington, D. C. currently
is exhibiting The Decorative
Designs of Frank Lloyd

Wright, a collection of
architectural ornament, furniture, stained glass win-

dows, rugs and decorative
accessories. The exhibition,

which will remain on view
through July 30 at the
gallery, which is an agency
of the Smithsonian Institution, includes approximately
60 items dating from the late
nineteenth century, when

Manufacturers & lnstallers of

, LTTTEF|S

.

Wright began his architectural practice, until his death
in 1959. Among the objects
are a silver cream pot
designed for the Imperial
Hotel in Tokyo and the
monumental stained glass
windows from the Avery
Coonley Playhouse in Riverside. Illinois.
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The Weatherspoon Art Gal-

lery at UNC-Greensboro will

exhibit The Architecture of

EZRA MEIR ASSOCIATES, INC.

North Carolina, Feb. 3-15. The
exhibition consists of photographs of buildings in the
state from the Bicentennial
exhibition "200 Years of the

Consulting Engineers
OSOILS AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERING
.SITE INVESTIGATION & EVALUATION
. DESIGN & SUPERVISION OF EARTHWORKS
.QUALITY CONTROL TESTING & INSPECTION
. SO ILS-CON CRETE-STEEL-ASPHALT

Visual Arts in North Carolina" which was organized
by the North Carolina
Museum of Art, Raleigh.
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By Roger H. Clark, AIA

National trends
remind us that in
arch itectu re,

design is still the
"bottom line."
In October, at a design
in Washing-

conference held

ton and organized by the
Committee on Design of the

American Institute of Architects, the question, "Design:
Work of Art? Working
Object?", was raised. The
question, of course, posed in
different terms the issues of
art verses science and
humanism verses technology
which have been debated for
yezrrs within architecture.
However, the humanistic/
technocratic confrontation,
in my opinion, does not lead
us very far
if
- especially
the issues are
taken out of
context from the very
complexity of architecture.
Other issues such as high
technology versus low technology, good design versus
user needs, energy versus
beauty, regional versus inter-

agonizing responsibility of

exercising judgement about
physical form
archi- not
tects was central
to the spirit
of this conference. The
conference, then, was a celebration of architecture.
While the conference never
intended to reach any
specific solutions, I came
away with certain impressions about design excellence. George Nelson, architect, industrial designer,
author, and moderator at the
conference, reminded us that
"design is everywhere; good
design is not". Quality
design is a choice that
suggests a sacrifice that does
not satisfy everyone. One
does not turn on or off good
design. There is not a separation of art and business;
rather, the passion for excellence in design pervades
everything. Good design is a

1930's, Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson
identified the existence of the
International Style. After
that time, the goal seemed to
be to develop a singular
acceptable direction
mod- after
ern architecture. Now,
40 years,

it

appears that

major changes are taking
place. With the awareness of
the failings of "modern
architecture", there is now a
renewed search for direction,
a reopening of questions. As
a result, rather than one
legitimate direction, there are
several recognizable tendencies. Some of the directions
had been considered taboo
during the reign of "modern
architecture"; others are even
the antithesis of the International Style.

and precedents that build upon
contextualism as in the work
of Robert Venturi, Charles
Moore, and Robert Stern; and

direct reuiual, as represented
by the eclectic work of Alan
Greenberg and John Batteau.

At this stage, the summary
is certainly not exhaustive;
but it is intended to illustrate
the legitimate nature of
several directions. In any
case, there seems to be an
end to high technology and a
return to what might be

considered "simpler" ideas
(as opposed to simpler
buildings). Form may no

longer follow function,
ornament may be added to
walls, and complexity may
be desirable.

As architecture evolves away
from what we have all
known as modern architecture, I find excitement.
Norman Foster suggested
that the "sack cloth and
ashes pessimism" which has
been popular of late is not
acceptable. Philip Johnson's
hope that we now stand on
the threshold of the "art" of
architecture may be overstated, but any suggestion
that we should sell out is

A summary of the emerging
directions, beginning with
national, historic preservathose closest to the Intertion versus demolition, and
national Style, would inskill that nequires intensity
liability insurance versus
clude: minimum sculpture,
and conviction
som@ne
public relations, all of which who cares.
characterized by reductive
have been popular topics and
formal values with strong
have consumed much of our
Norman Foster, architect
images and represented by
emotion recently, also seem
and planner from London,
such architects as Cesar
to be diversions away from
stated during his presentaPelli, Kevin Roche, and
the entral issue of quality
tion that "to talk about design Philip Johnson; Corbu reuisdesign. Unfortunately, a lot
is easy, to design anything
ited, with images that build
of miserable things have
at all is difficult, to design
upon the Cubist traditions
worse.
been done in the names of
something well requires an
explored by Le Corbusier
these diversions or, at least,
rmoompromising ommitduring the 1920s and repre
Perhaps the real significance
using these diversions as the ment." Foster also suggested
sented by Richard Meier,
of the conference was that
excuse for not having done
that while architecture ultiMichael Graves, and Charles this was one of the few
better.
mately is about people, it
Gwathmey; hermetic, which
times, if not the only one, in
seemed to be generally
is a highly personal,
which the AIA focused its
I do not intend to suggest
agreed by all that architecalchemic form generation as
that these issues are not
efforts
upon design
ture is not going to solve our
- design
variously practiced by Peter
legitimate. Rather, I propose social ills.
excellence. It was refreshing
Eisenmann, Emilio Ambasz, to find a group of architects
that good design recognizes
and John Hejduk; west-coast
and includes
willing to talk seriously
but also
Philip Johnson, architect
non
architecture of such
transcends
about quality design. I find it
these issues.
and
author
from
New
York,
architects as Frank Gehrey;
C'ood design is, after all,
curious that we do not do
proposed that architecture is
historic allusian, with suggood design regardless of
this more often. I
not problem solving, but an
gestions of historic images
region, technology, cost and
act of creation. He even
other factors.
asked, "What is wrong with
a beautiful object being a
Ultimately, the concern
desirable goal?"
should be for what is, rather
than how it is done or who
Inevitably' a conference of
did it. This "bottom-line"
this nature is a comment on
Roger H. clark is assisfan t dean and assoc iate prof essor o/
focus on architecture
architecture at the N. c. sfate lJniversity schoot of Design.
- the the state of affairs. In the
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"When people ask about the brick,
we tell them itb Flandtiquel'
Then Trader Constnrction Company costs like machine-made brick. lt is different.
But more than that, it's beautiful.lt's
Wb,ril, th.ir new offices they used
Handtique Brick from Borden.They bought graceful and distinctive.
And as Trader Construction
it for its looks.
Company discovered, it makes
They didnt know that they

I I

were actually getting a conver-

people stop and look.
So if your idea calls for a dis-

sation piece.
People actually stop in to ask

about the brick. Several times a

tinctive brick, one that recalls
the stvle and feel of a century
r*nrirn,39o, your idea calls for

Bordeni Ct ortnr,,
month.
That sunusual.But Handtique is an unusual Handtique by Borden.Would
you give it any less?
brick. lt looks like handmade brick, but it

"Hand.tique" is a registered trademnrk of Borden Brick
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